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THE SACRED HEART OF MARY

INTRODUCTION

Devotion to the Heart of Mary is becoming more and more widespread among the faithful; it is like the reply of heaven to the difficulties and problems of our times. We, children of the Congregation of the Sacred Hearts, should rejoice more than others in this fact. The Heart of Mary signifies for us one of our most glorious treasures, it is one of our true heirlooms.
Here, as in other matters, the life and doctrine of the Church is directed along the lines of our own specific congregational devotion. "Truly, our Founders had an extraordinary foreknowledge of the gifts which the Holy Trinity in Its loving wisdom had reserved for the Church." (V. Rev. Fr. John of the Heart of Jesus and Mary)
From the beginnings of our Institute, our Founders assigned a most important place to the Heart of Mary. The Heart of Mary possessed our Congregation "from its very cradle," but it possessed primarily our Founders, who were already consecrated to this Heart before they started to found our Institute. Intending to found a Congregation, it was quite natural that they wished to place their work under the maternal protection of Mary. They will consecrate their persons, their institute, the members and works of their institute to the Heart of Mary as well as to the Heart of Jesus. One of the most characteristic traits of our Founders' spirituality, and hence of our congregational spirituality, is found in the union of the Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary. On this point also our Founders anticipated the official doctrine of the Church. At the center of our spirituality as well as at the center of the economy of salvation are found these two Hearts, which in a union as intimate as it is lasting, brought about the work of reparation. This union is found in the basic structure of our Congregation. Maybe the most beautiful and the most original trait of our spirituality is that it united the most authentic foundations of our holy religion. By its works and spirituality our Congregation purposes to continue the reparatory mission of the Hearts of Jesus and Mary. Our consecration to these Blessed Hearts - consecration which commences with the fundamental act of our religious profession - constitutes our reason for being as well as our program of life. It is impossible to conceive a more noble and more grandiose ideal. It is worthwhile to examine this ideal more deeply. We will attempt to make this examination here by trying to discover the riches of the Heart of Mary. The Holy Virgin, like a true Mother, will lead us to Her Son.
We will be permitted here to make a few remarks concerning the method and plan of the present work. As far as possible, we have avoided all technical language. However, when we had to define the nature of the devotion to the Heart of Mary or the nature of the consecration, the clarity and solidity of the expose demanded a precise, exact language. We had to employ established terminology in order to avoid vague and uncertain statements.
When we have given an historical outline of the devotion to the Heart of Mary, we will try to determine its nature and foundations; then we will find out what place the Heart of Mary had in the history of our institute. After that, we will examine a series of doctrinal questions: the Heart of Mary, Masterpiece of Divine Love; to the Heart of Jesus through the Heart of Mary; the sorrowful Heart of Mary; consecration to the Heart of Mary; conclusions and congregational perspectives.
Parts of this work were written for different purposes; they were undertaken either to be presented at the Congress of Studies or to be published in reviews. We do not believe their diverse origins will disrupt the unity of the work, for we have only retained that which was in accordance with the plan of the present book.
May these pages contribute to augment our love of the Heart of the Virgin, Protectress of our Institute and Mother of our souls.

Sandhoven, Mission Seminary, 1957 
Rome, Villa Senni, 1959


CHAPTER I
HISTORY OF THE DEVOTION TO THE HEART OF MARY
Devotion to the Holy Virgin is as old as Christianity itself. Mary is so indissolubly joined to Her Son that no one has ever proposed to separate Her from Jesus. It is true, however, that particular devotions to Mary have often taken a considerable time to detach themselves from the general devotion within which they were implicitly contained. Such was the case of the devotion to the Blessed Heart of Mary; centuries passed before it assumed its definitive form.

I. The first period may be divided into three stages: The biblical stage, the patristic stage, and the transitional stage.

a) What are the data supplied by Scripture? Saint Luke ("Evangelist of the Heart of Mary" as Saint John Eudes called him), mentions the Heart of Mary on two occasions (2:19 and 5:51): First, after the account of the adoration of the shepherds and again after the account of the findings of Jesus in the temple. In these places Saint Luke affirms, in almost identical terms, that the Virgin kept in Her Heart, in order to contemplate them, the events she had witnessed and the words she had heard: "Maria autem conservabat omnia verba haec conferens in corde suo. " Thus the Heart of Mary is said to be the first Gospel of the Holy Spirit.    This is the expression of Peter of Corona, 0. P. - "Car Mariae fuit primum Evangelium Spiritus Sancti. Saint Luke also relates the prophecy by which the saintly Simeon announced to Mary, on the day of Her Purification, that the Infant-Jesus, whom She had just presented to the Lord, would become a Sign of contradiction, and that Her own soul would be pierced by a sword of sorrow: "Et tuam ipsius animam pertransibit gladius."(2:35) Ecclesiastical writers such as Origen (+ towards 254), will translate the term "soul" by the word "heart."
The Gospel of Saint John tells us how Jesus, hanging on the Cross, gave Saint John to Mary and Mary to Saint John: "Behold thy Mother" - "behold thy son. " (19:27) Exegetes and the faithful have seen in Saint John the representative of the entire human race and the words which Jesus addressed to His Mother were considered to be the proclamation of the Spiritual Maternity of Mary regarding the faithful. Since the spiritual Motherhood of Mary is one of the ideas which most influences the determination of devotion to the Heart of Mary, it is easy to understand the numerous citations of this text of Saint John among promoters of this cult.
Among the books of the Old Testament it is the Canticle of Canticles which is primarily applied to the Blessed Virgin. This is "the book of the Virginal Heart and divine dilection of the Mother of fair love. It is full of divine oracles who announce that this incomparable Heart is totally consumed with love of God and with charity for men. " (Saint John Eudes. ) The Canticle of Canticles uses the images of engagement and marriage, it exalts love; it was only natural to see in all this the celebration of the love of the heart of Mary for Jesus and for us.
b) The patristic age offers us the teachings of the Fathers and of the ecclesiastical writers, which unite with the Scriptures in order to penetrate the riches of the Heart of Mary. Saint Augustine (+430) will say that "the Divine Maternity would not benefit Mary in the least if She had not had the happiness of bearing Jesus in Her Heart before bearing Him in Her Womb. "  "Materna propinquitas nihil Mariae profusset, nisi felicius Christum corde quam carne gestasset.. " De Virginite chapt. 3. Saint Leo the Great (+461) retreats the same thought: "Mary conceived the Word in Her Heart before conceiving Him in the flesh. "     "Prius concepit mente quam corpore"; Sermo de Nativitate Domini. Saint John Damascene (+760) will exalt the purity and sanctity of the Heart of Mary: "Your Heart is pure without blemish; It lives only for the contemplation and the love of God. "     Oratio prima de Nativitate B. Virginis.
In a well-known study "on the origin and development of devotion to the Heart of Mary in the Fathers and ecclesiastical writers"  Origen desenvolvimiento de la devoción al Corazón de María ... in Estudios Marianos; 1945, p. 59 ff. Father Boyer, S. J. cited nearly 400 patristic texts which he divides into-four groups: The Heart of Mary and Divine Maternity - The Heart of Mary and compassion with the Crucified - The Heart of Mary and the distribution of grace (spiritual maternity) - The excellence of the Heart of Mary.
The Church often needs time to become clearly aware of her doctrine and above all to find the exact and adequate expression of Her faith. At all times, the Heart of Mary was venerated, this Heart which "observed (thus Father Lagrange translates the 'dieteriet of Saint Luke 2:51) in itself all the happenings of Mary's intimate life with Her Son. But it is sometimes difficult to grasp the exact meaning of certain expressions used by the ancient authors to express their cult of the Heart of Mary. Since words are the vehicles of ideas, lexicography and the study of literary genera could be of great value to us. However, because the Heart is the eternal symbol of love, it is certain that the ancient authors who speak of Mary's Heart, wish thereby to underline the most characteristic trait and the constitutive reason of the spiritual personality of the Virgin. It is significant that the earliest patristic text which we have on the Heart of Mary establishes the equivalence of "soul" and "love." This text is from Origen: "And your soul a sword shall pierce; what is this sword which... shall pass through the Heart of Mary?"  In Lucam, hom. 17.
 It seems most likely that the first traces of the cult of the Heart of Mary are intimately joined to the devotion which honored Mary as the all holy (the "panhagia"), the possessor of all grace (the "kata pants kecharitomene"). The most ancient Marian prayer, the "Sub Tuum," of the 3rd - 4th Century, already invokes "the mercy of the Mother of God... who alone is chaste and blessed. " The patristic commentaries on the Spouse of the Canticle praises Her most pure love toward Her all-holy beloved; the image of the betrothed was used to represent the idea of love and consequently to honor the heart as symbol of this chaste love.
c) The transition stage or the period of private cult begins to take shape from the 12th century onward. With Saint Anselm (+1109) and his disciple Eadmer (+1124) a decisive phase commences. "Oh Good Mother," prays Saint Anselmo "by that love with which you cherish your Son, and by which you truly love Him and desire that He be loved, grant that I may also love Him in truth." Oratio 52 
Eadmer, who wrote the first apology on the dogma of the Immaculate Conception, habitually uses the word "heart. " Through him, the expression "heart of Mary" makes its definitive entry into theology. We find the following expressions in his works: "most chase body and most holy soul, pure heart, most chase and simple heart, the pure sanctity and most holy purity of her. blessed heart. " De exellentia B. Mariae, chaps. 3 and 9 Saint Bernard considers the martyrdom of the Heart of Mary at the foot of the Cross. He also speaks of the merciful tenderness of that same Heart. Philip of Harveng (Abbot of Bonne-Esperance), Blessed Herman-Joseph (+1233), Saint Albert the Great, Saint Bonaventure, Blessed Suso, and Conrad of Saxony continue this tradition. Many saintly women lived and propagated this devotion with true feminine ardor. Of these we must mention Mechtilde of Hackeborn (+1298), Gertrude the Great (+1302), and Saint Bridget, all of whose writings exercised considerable influence. Saint Mechtilde preaches "the offering, the consecration, the oblation of her heart" to the most holy and pure Heart of Mary." To Saint Bridget the Savior declares that the cult of the Heart of Mary touches Him personally on account of the moral identity existing between His own Heart and hers, saying that "both Hearts are as one." Jesus and Mary have redeemed the world "quasi uno corde," as with one and the same Heart. The physical hearts of Mother and Son symbolize the same love for men. Saint John Eudes who was familiar with the writings of both Saint Mechtilde and Saint Bridgit and who will later become the great apostle of the public cult of the Heart of Mary will repeat this same idea. However, it was this line of thought which delayed the official approbation of the devotion to the Heart of Mary.
In the 15th century one finds the names of John Gerson (+1429), Chancellor of the University of Paris and one of the most fervent promoters of the devotion to Saint Joseph, of Saint Lawrence Justinian (+1446), and especially of Saint Bernardine of Sienna (+1444) who is sometimes called "the doctor of the Immaculate Heart of Mary." We have a long sermon of the latter on the Visitation; in reality it treats exclusively of the Heart of Mary and contains "a beautiful treatise of divine love as seen in the Heart of Mary." (Bainvel).
In the last years of the 15th century, Nicholas of Saussay, Abbot of the Order of Citeaux, wrote an "Antidolariurn Animae" which contains a hymn of praise to the Heart of Mary: "I will speak to your Heart, Mary, the mirror of angelic beauty; I will speak to your pure Heart, 0 Queen of the world, and I will prostrate myself before this holy temple and render thanks to it with all the strength of my soul." In the same work is found a salutation to be recited during the Angelus and which is generally attributed to Julius II, the great Pope of the Renaissance: "I salute your virginal Heart whose purity was never stained with any sin." (Testamenturn Julii II Papae. )
During the 16th century many noteworthy religious defended this devotion most capably. Of these, let us name the Jesuits Cornelius a Lapide, Saint Peter Canisius, the Benedictine Louis de Blois, the Dominican Louis of Granada, and Lanspergius of Chartres. Saint Francis de Sales (1567-1622) profoundly influenced the development of the devotion to the Heart of Mary. The Bishop of Geneva dedicated his admirable "Treatise on the Love of God" to the Heart of Mary. In his Sermon for the Feast of the Assumption he says: "In truth these were two persons, Our Lord and Our Lady, but they lived in one heart, and in one soul, in one spirit, in one life; for if the bond of charity so united the early Christians that they had only one heart and one soul, how much more reason have we to say that these were only one soul and one life." It must also be remarked that nearly all the great masters of the French School were influenced by the writings of Saint Gertrude and Saint Bridget; from this source they got the idea of the consecration to the Immaculate Heart of Mary, and they based the consecration not so much on the royalty of Mary (a very ancient Marian theme) as on the spiritual motherhood of the Virgin: Mary is Mother of all men.
II. Mother Mary of the Incarnation, foundress of the Ursulines of Quebec, Cardinal de Berulle, Father Poire, S.J., author of a book which was entitled The Triple Crown, introduce the period of public cult or the legal cycle. Saint John Eudes (1601-1680) was the great promoter of public cult to the Heart of Mary. Fr. Boyer remarks that if many Fathers and ecclesiastical writers have sung the praises of the Heart of Mary before Saint John Eudes, there are very few of them who "showed any signs of veneration of cult to it. " This Saint was the "father, the doctor and apostle" of this cult as Saint Pius X says in the decree of beatification. First as a member of the Oratory (from 1623 to 1643), and spiritual disciple of Bérulle and Condren, he assimilated the doctrine of the Fathers and of the Saints of the Middle Ages. He founded two religious congregations in 1641 and in 1643, giving them as their principal devotion, the cult of the Hearts of Jesus and Mary -at first united - since he honored the Heart of Jesus "in" and "with" the Heart of Mary (here the influence of Saint Gertrude and Saint Francis of Sales is felt) then as separated. His long contact with the Oratory (founded by Cardinal de Bérulle) familiarized him with the spirituality of the French School (de Bérulle, Condren) which preferred to venerate the Incarnate Word and His internal dispositions. He had a profound knowledge of patristic literature and succeeded in showing that this devotion was not as new as was pretended. He studied the works of Saint Francis de Sales, who laid stress on the most consoling truths of our religion (the Redemption, the distribution of grace) and whose spirituality is summarized in one word: love. For him Christ is less the Adorer of the Father than the Friend of men "this loving Heart of our love. " Generally, a pronounced influence of Cardinal de Bérulle  Although Cardinal de Berulle spoke of the Heart of Mary only in passing, he does so happily. "This point (he is speaking about Jesus' stay in the womb of Mary) is so tender and sensitive that it should be celebrated with the heart rather than with the tongue. Furthermore, it is a mystery of the heart and thus the tongue cannot express its sweetness and tenderness. It is a mystery of the two most noble and united Hearts which-will ever exist... 0 Heart of Jesus living in Mary and through Mary! 0 Heart of Mary living in Jesus and for Jesus! 0 happy union of Hearts! Blessed be the God of love and unity who brought these Hearts together: May He join our hearts to these two Hearts, and make our hearts live united, in honor of the sacred unity of the three Divine Persons. " (Works of Piety, #45, Art. 9). on the thought of Saint John Eudes is admitted, but it is extremely difficult to evaluate its extent; many authors (among whom were the Eudist Fathers: Le Dore, Lebrun, Arragain) disagree with M. Bremond's assertion: the devotion of Cardinal de Bérulle contained in germ all the elements of the Eudist devotion to the Sacred Heart. " Histoire littéraire du sentiment religieux en France... III, p. 644 at end of note 2
For a long time Saint John Eudes honored the Hearts of Jesus and Mary as united. The cult of both Hearts was implicated in the devotion to 'the Heart of Mary which for him constituted the intimate bond between the Hearts of Jesus and Mary; consequently they have but one and the same -Heart and the Heart of Mary is divine. Hence it is question not of a physical union but of a moral one, "oneness of spirit, of will, of love, of affection and sentiment. " This idea was very dear to the French School, and especially to Saint John Eudes, who for thirty years hesitated to render distinct cults to each of these Hearts. Following tradition he places the entire compassion of Mary in Her Heart; all that Christ suffers in Her body, Mary suffers in Her Heart; he repeats the formula of Saint Lawrence Justinian: The Heart of Mary is "the mirror of the passion of Christ." But slowly the thought of Saint John Eudes evolves towards the point of separation. His devotion was directed to the Heart of Mary and secondarily to the Heart of Jesus. Then these two Hearts become the objects of separate cults with proper Masses, offices, and litanies. This evolution was brought about by the logic of the French School’s Mariology; it could be seen also in the logic of things. The Mariology of the French School established the principle that one must go to Jesus through Mary. This principle is in turn the expression of a theological principle: if we honor the Heart of Mary, it is logical to honor first the Heart of Jesus.
Saint John Eudes, whom the founder of the Society of Saint Sulpice M. Olier characterized as "the most remarkable man of his century," accomplished with regard to devotion to the Immaculate Heart what Saint Margaret Mary accomplished for devotion to the Heart of Jesus. He introduced this devotion into the lives of the faithful and gave it a public and liturgical character. In 1648 he published his book "The Devotion to the Most Holy Heart and to the Most Sacred Name of the Blessed Virgin Mary." The French Bishops regarded it with some reserve at first, but soon they fully endorsed it. Louis de Vendome, the French Cardinal Legate of Clement IX, following the example of Several Bishops approved the doctrine of Saint John Eudes and the Mass and Office of the Immaculate Heart on June 2, 1668. The first solemn celebration of the feast of the Immaculate Heart had taken place in the cathedral of Autun on February 8, 1648. But all this happened in France, far away from Rome. On June 8, 1669 the: Congregation of Rites refused its approbation for the Office and Mass in honor of the Heart of Mary; they were afraid of offering a further occasion of reproach to the Jansenists whose complaints were already exasperating. "Saint John Eudes also wrote a book entitled "The Admirable Heart of the Holy Mother of God." He had spent thirty years preparing this volume and only completed it on the eve of his death. His immediate successor. Fr. Blouet of Amilly published it (1681). This book is a true Summa of the devotion to the Heart of Mary wherein the Saint explains its nature, excellence, and practices. In it he had already consecrated the hearts of all men to the Heart of Mary which he addressed as "Cor Marie, Rex cordis nostri."
The part played by Louis Marie of Montfort (1673-1716), although of major importance in general Mariology, is only a minor one with regard to devotion to Mary's Heart.  Saint Louis Marie presents devotion to Mary as a means ("the" means of uniting oneself to Jesus. He preaches "self-consecration to Jesus Christ, the Incarnate Word, through the hands of Mary. " He insists on the psychological dispositions requisite for honoring Mary. worthily. Saint John Eudes (who more clearly echoes Berulle and Olier) proposes the consecration to Mary as a hymn of praise to Her, "for Herself, ut Maria est" as an acknowledgment of her grandeurs with and alongside Jesus, which made him say: "the Heart of Mary is Jesus.” The movement which Saint John Eudes had inaugurated with so much success was effectively furthered by several religious orders such, as the Franciscans, the Benedictines, and the Jesuits. Father Pinamonti, S. J. (1632-1703) wrote Il Sacro Cuore de Maria Vergine which is a remarkable book, too long neglected, possessing many good qualities.
Saint John Eudes had always expected to see the devotion to the Heart of Mary approved by the supreme authority of the Holy See. This happiness was not however his. Certainly, the Holy Fathers, beginning with Alexander VIII (August 14, 1666) approved the erection of sanctuaries, of confraternities, but for very practical reasons - the Jansenism crisis, was at its height - they delayed giving this devotion the seal of their supreme authority. An early demand for approbation of the Mass and Office of the Heart of Mary was refused by Clement IX in 1669. Credit must be given to Father Pinamonti for restoring courage after the deception caused by this refusal.
It was the cult of the Heart of Jesus, founded on stronger arguments, which first received pontifical approbation. The history of this approbation gives us further proof of the intimate union existing between the Hearts of Jesus and Mary.
Father Joseph de Galilee (1663-1749), a giant in thought and in action, was postulator for the cause. Clearly seeing the perfect analogy which existed between the two cults, he did not think that it was necessary to separate the cause of the Sacred Heart from that of the Heart of Mary. He hoped to obtain simultaneous approbation of both causes. Thus, he submitted to Pope Benedict XIII in 1726, a lengthy supplication called Memorial, which exposed in detail all the reasons, which, in his opinion, would justify the existence of the two feast days. The promoter of the Faith, Cardinal Libertine (the future Pope Benedict XIV), a man of superior intelligence, did not conceal his admiration of this masterly thesis, and later on he declared that it was unassailable. In this work Fr. de Gallifet sought for the consecration of the human race to the Hearts of Jesus and Mary, which he declared, were inseparable. His demand however, was unsuccessful; on June 30, 1729 the Sacred Congregation of Rites refused its approbation. The refusal was no longer motivated solely by the attitude of the Jansenists but by the fact that the cult of a physical heart, symbol of a person's love, presupposed the solution of a philosophical problem upon which the Holy See declined to commit itself for the present.
Seeing their failure, the successors of Fr. de Gallifet adopted new tactics: they resigned themselves to temporarily separating the two causes and relegated the feast of the Heart of Mary to the background. The cause for the feast of the Sacred Heart was taken up with the greatest vigor. At long last all the difficulties were dispersed when Clement XIII approved the Office and Mass of the Sacred Heart on January 26, 1785. This significant triumph stimulated the promoters of the cause of the Heart of Mary. But the road to be traveled was still long; Rome objected to the novelty of the cult, and an interminable multiplication of particular devotions was feared.
In his reply to a request for the feast of the Most Pure Heart of Mary made by the clergy and religious associations of Palermo (1799), Pius VI was most benevolent, returning all the good wishes of the Ordinary, and giving him all the necessary and opportune faculties with regard to the request.  Rescript of March 22, 1799 The Bishop of Palermo, however, overstepped his faculties when he approved the Office and Mass of the Heart of Mary and imposed them on his diocese. The consultor of the Sacred Congregation of Rites, Fr. S. Spada, 0. P., immediately wrote him: "the Holy Father," he said "is in no way opposed to the cult and feast of the Heart of Mary but to the Office and Mass proper to that feast; it is not yet time to solemnly approve this cult: The Holy Father strongly desires that any premature hopes about this question be dissipated at once."  Letter of Philip Campanelli, July 1, 1799
Meanwhile, the petitions and requests became more urgent; the erection of confraternities, the concession of the feast day and of indulgences demanded their logical fulfillment: the Office and Mass proper to the Heart of Mary. In reply to a petition of several Bishops, Cardinals, princes, and religious Congregations Pius VII (December 31, 1805) permitted all who would so ask to celebrate the feast of the Most Pure Heart of Mary; in this case they could use the Office and Mass "Ad Vives" (August 5th) and read the lessons from the 5th day of the octave of the Nativity of the Virgin for the second Nocturn. The importance of this concession is very clear: the feast of the Immaculate Heart could be celebrated anywhere from now on. Only the proper Office and Mass remained to be sought.
On April 24, 1838 Gregory XVI approved the statutes of the archconfraternity of the Immaculate Heart for the conversion of sinners, set up in the parish church of Our Lady of Victory in Paris. In 1832 Msgr. de Quelen had appointed Fr. Dufriche-Desginette as pastor of that important parish where religious indifference was so strong. The pastor implored Heaven to send him the means whereby he could cure the spiritual torpor of these souls confided to his care. One day while celebrating Holy Mass a secret voice spoke to him: "Consecrate your parish to the Immaculate Heart of Mary. " The pastor lost no time in making this consecration and soon he witnessed an astonishing renewal of spiritual life in his parish. He founded the Confraternity of the Sacred Heart of Mary. This was confined to the limits of the parish for two or three years and although it was growing rather slowly, already it bore very salutary fruits: the sick who despaired of a cure recovered their health, hardened sinners suddenly reformed their lives. The renown of the association became widespread and people from all parts desired to join it. Its founder made a request to Rome, demanding the right to establish the Confraternity in whatever parish in France which might so desire. The Archbishop of Paris, Msgr. de Quelen, although very devoted to the cult of the Blessed Virgin, refused to support such a request which he judged excessive. A well-known and virtuous Catholic who only heard of this work in passing and who scarcely realized what it was all about, took up the affair with the Holy Father, Gregory XVI. The latter read the request, and surpassing even the wishes of the founder, he drew up a Brief by which he erected the said Confraternity into an Archconfraternity which could be established not only in France, but throughout the world. In 1847 the Archconfraternity numbered more than six million members; the mustard grain had grown into a giant tree which spread its branches over the whole world. Speaking of the spiritual fruits of this Archconfraternity, Father Roothan, Superior General of the Society of Jesus, could say that it was a unique event in the history of the Church.  "... nothing similar to it is found in the Annals of the Church throughout the past ages. " Msgr. Raphael Bonamie, the second Superior General of our own Congregation, wrote in his Circular Letter of January 22, 1841: "We have affiliated all the members of our Congregation to the Archconfraternity of the Sacred Heart of Mary, established in Paris in the parochial church of Our Lady of Victory. "
In 1842 Gregory XVI approved the founding of a double "Pius Union of the Sacred Heart of Mary" for the clergy and the faithful in the Church of Saint Lawrence in Lucina at Rome.
At this point, we must not forget to mention the work of Saint Catherine Laboure. Since 1830, the year of the apparition of Our Lady, medals which showed the image of the Blessed Virgin on the front and the letter "M" with the Hearts of Jesus and Mary on the back, were being struck. Soon this medal was called the "miraculous medal," on account of the fact that all who wore it received many graces, conversions, and cures. The most famous of all who owe their conversion to this medal was Alphonsus Ratisbonne, a Jew who mocked the Catholic religion. During his trip to Rome, he took the advice of a close friend and wore the medal; a few days after he was granted a vision, he was converted.
Struck by the ever-increasing number of conversions by the lasting effects of devotion to the Heart of Mary, Pius IX, assenting to the numerous requests of Cardinals, Bishops and princes (including the King of Spain), conceded at last the Office and Mass of the Immaculate Heart as a "double of the first class" (July 21, 1855). During the examination prior to this act, one of the consultors remarked that the cult of the Heart of Mary already had the practical approbation of the Holy See, The Pope affirmed that Mary as the Queen of the Universe and the hopes of all hearts. He thought that it was now time to impose one Office upon all to be read on the same day. Another consultor believed that the disturbing times were particularly favorable for invoking the protection of the Heart of Mary; regarding the name, he thought that the epithet "immaculate" should be replaced by "most pure. " 
	The custom of consecrating oneself to the Blessed Virgin is very old. History relates of individual and collective consecrations: parishes, dioceses, religious orders Today eight Congregations of men and thirty-six congregations of women are dedicated to the Heart of Mary. For the detailed history, see 1t. Pujolras, C. M. F. of. cit. pp. 122-123., universities, and countries were consecrated to the Heart-of Mary. Saint Stephen (997-1038) proclaimed Mary Queen and Patroness of Hungary, the coins were stamped with the image of the Virgin, the royal palaces and everything which pertained to a house were dedicated to Mary. Saint Ladislaus who died without issue, proclaimed that the Blessed Virgin was the legitimate heir to the Crown.
In 1536, James Cartier, an illustrious Catholic and one of the first conquerors of Canada, dedicated that land to Mary. On August 15, 1638, Louis XIII consecrated France to Our Lady; this consecration was made in an official document which was ratified by Parliament. In 1647, the Emperor Ferdinand III promulgated a similar consecration of Austria. Poland, in the, reign of Casimir (who loved to propagate the invocation "Heart of Mary, my hope"), followed the example of France and Austria in 1656. During a plague which raged in 1747, Mexico was consecrated to Our Lady of Guadalupe; Benedict XV ratified the title of "Mary, Patroness of Mexico. " Spain, Latin America, Poland, Ireland, and many other countries were distinguished throughout the centuries for their devotion to the Mother of God; the great poet and novelist, Manzoni, could very well say: "Every nation can be proud of being under your sweet protection." The apparitions of Our Lady of Fatima stimulated even further this movement of consecration. During its national pilgrimage to Fatima, May 31, 1931, Portugal was consecrated to the Heart of Mary. But the consecration of the world to the Heart of Mary was still lacking; this consecration would be the natural corollary of the consecration of the human race to the Heart of Jesus made by Leo XIII. (1899, encyclical Anum Sacrum). In May, 1938, the Bishops of Portugal requested this consecration from the Holy Father. This was not the first time that such a. petition was made. Already in 1864, several prelates of France and Spain had asked the Pope to perform this consecration. But Pius IX thought that it would be necessary to prepare the faithful for this event by preaching and by spreading literature. He commanded: "Pray that the world may become worthy of this favor. " In 1875, the Sovereign Pontiff approved the title "Immaculate Virgin, Queen of the Universe." A pamphlet edited in France in 1887, bearing the title "Mary, Queen of the Universe," had an unprecedented success. 
But the real success of this movement has taken place since the beginning of the present century, often called the "Marian Era." Already in 1898 Leo XIII stated that he hoped to save human society "by firmly rooting it on the cult of Mary as upon an impregnable fortress." The Marian Congress held in Turin in 1898 voted by acclamation for the consecration of the Italian nation to the Immaculate Heart of Mary. Several other congresses repeated the request for world consecration to the Heart of Mary. Under the direction of Fathers Le Dore, a Eudist, and Lintello, S. J., more petitions (signed by 300,000 people) were filed in the Vatican. Saint Pius X replied that he "received them with joy" but he added that this question must proceed according to the Rules, i.e., that it must be first examined by the Congregation of Rites.
The movement advanced to the point where the old proverb "vox populi, vox Dei" was verified. Congress after congress repeated the request: the Congress of Rome in 1904, the Congress of Einsiedeln in 1904, the Congress of Saragossa in 1908, the Congress of Salsburg in 1910, the Congress of Treves in 1912... In France "the Guard of Honor of the Heart of Mary," founded in Besancon (1912), published thousands of leaflets bearing the formula of consecration. The apparitions of Fatima contributed much to the cause. In 1931, during the fifteenth centenary of the Council of Ephesus (431), all believed that the great moment had arrived. But, they were disillusioned. Rome would remain silent for more than 10 years yet. Outstanding theologians, including Fr. Garrigou-Lagrange, 0.P. published treatises on the consecration; in Italy the circulation of a "Prayer to Mary Queen" ran into extraordinary figures and was approved by more than 200 Bishops. The Flemish, French, and German Marian Societies studied the theological and historical aspects of the consecration.
In 1937 on the occasion of the consecration of his Cathedral, dedicated to the Holy Virgin, the Vicar Apostolic of Suez received permission to add the invocation "Queen of the world, pray for us" to the Litany of Mary.
It was while World War II was raging that the hour of providence struck. On his accession to the throne of Peter, it was said that Pius XII would be a "Marian Pope" (Prof. Bittremieux). At long last Pius XII made the much desired act of consecration; he performed it on the occasion of the jubilee of Fatima. The consecration of the whole world to the Immaculate Heart of Mary was read out during his radio broadcast to the people of Portugal (October 31, 1942). He renewed this consecration in the Vatican Basilica on December 8,1942,  See G. Greenan, 0. P. , "A Significant reference to Marian consecration in the encyclical 'Haurietis Aquas" in Marianum, 1958, p. 89-94. speaking as "the common Father of all Christians and Vicar of Jesus Christ. "
This event was a cause of great joy to all the faithful. In memory of this consecration the feast of the Immaculate Heart of Mary was imposed on the Universal Church to be celebrated on August 22nd, as a "double of the second class" (decree of May 4, 1944). Pius XII consecrated Russia to the Immaculate Heart on July 7, 1952.
This consecration of the world and the Church represents the culminating point of devotion to the Heart of Mary which had now received its most authentic approbation. And for us, children of the Sacred Hearts, it should be a stimulus to become more worthy of our esteemed vocation.
In his Circular Letter dated August 28, 1945, Very Reverend Father John of the Heart of Jesus d'Elbee wrote: "I preached at Rue de Picpus on that occasion (that is, during the aforementioned consecration) and I told the Sisters: We do not have to consecrate ourselves to the Heart of Mary. We have already made this consecration a century and a half ago. Our Congregation is dedicated to the Heart of its Mother and Queen since its foundation. But what a deep joy it is for us to renew our consecration through the lips of the Holy Father in union with mankind. Truly, our Founders had an extraordinary anticipation of the gifts which the Blessed Trinity in Its loving wisdom had reserved for the Church. Recently a Bishop told me: You are the Congregation of today.' The Spirit which has breathed on the Church, the Holy Spirit Himself, who compels hearts with irresistible force to embrace Mary, has also inflamed our love for Her... With all the conviction of my heart I encourage you also to let yourself be caught up in the movement of this Spirit. "
The members of our Congregation should rejoice in having played an important part in the present triumph of this devotion; their fervor in living and propagating this devotion will be the measure of further triumphs.

CHAPTER II
THE NATURE OF THIS DEVOTION

Since the nature of a devotion is primarily based on its object and end, we must first of all indicate the object and end of devotion to the Heart of Mary. We will also answer some objections.
Religion is man's tendency towards God; but religion manifests itself and is exteriorized by cult which is "the manifestation of submission, of humility, respect, homage, and obedience" (St. John Chrysostom). Cult possesses a subjective element: the person who, with all his faculties recognizes the excellence of a superior being to whom he addresses his homage. It possesses an objective element which is two-fold: the material object or that motive which leads us to honor that material object.
Let us note that all the particular devotions have the same total material object: they are directed to the person of the Blessed Virgin. This is why they are classified under the cult of hyperdulia reserved to the mother of God (hyperdulia: servitude par excellence). This point of view is of supreme importance. Because this total material object was forgotten, the emphasis of various cults was misplaced and, as a result, a multitude of confusions arose. Moreover, this is one of the principal causes which produced the crisis, the profound state of uneasiness through which the devotions to the Sacred Hearts passed. Furthermore, the spirit of generality ("Der Geist des Ganzen" as J. Laughbehn expressed it), the spirit of synthesis, which is the most central scientific function, was missing. Since the Renaissance specialized investigations, only too often very one-sided, came into vogue. The sciences have been multiplied to the detriment of comprehensive unity. Undoubtedly, it is necessary to distinguish (divide et impera), but distinctions are aimed at arriving at more exact precision and penetration of the different elements which make up an organic totality, "sapientis est ordinare! The fundamental desire of our intellect is to coordinate disparate elements so that their richness may find its complement in the unity and balance of order.
The same holds good here. When we speak of different objects of this devotion, we must not forget that these objects are united in the fundamental unity of the same person, the Mother of God. Pius XII (in "Elilgens Corona," Nov. 1, 1954) insists on the need to underline the organic cohesion of different elements in order that the admirable wisdom of the divine plan may become more apparent. The following chapter aims at demonstrating this organic cohesion.
A. The particular material object which specifies this devotion is the heart of the Virgin. For Sacred Scripture the word "heart" has several meanings: a physical part of an organic body, the center of vital power and of the intellectual life (i. e. of the interior life as opposed to external life: body, hands, lips...) the seat of love. The authors of the classical period - especially the Latins - like to use the word "heart" to designate the affective life and only apply it to the intellectual life secondarily. This same tendency is found among modern authors. This is opposed to the tendency of sacred writers, who make use of the term "heart" to signify the interior life and preferably the intellectual life. See E. Kalt Biblischer Reallexicon, Paderborn 1931, for the word "Heart," M. Hagen, Lexion Biblicum, Paris 1950, at the term "heart'? Father Rahner in Cor Salvatoris.
It is particularly necessary to find out the ecclesiastical use of the word "heart" since in a matter about which the sources of Revelation inform us only indirectly, we must consult the magisterium of the Church which approved the cult of the Sacred Hearts. The Church understands the word "heart" to mean, first of all, the physical heart in its material reality. The history of cult to the Heart of Jesus proves this beyond doubt. Saint Margaret Mary states that she saw the Heart of Jesus pierced through by a lance. The first postulators, the first liturgical documents are unanimous regarding this point.  See H. Pujolras CM F.	cit. pp. 17.24
However, the principal material object of devotion to the Heart of Mary is the love which the physical heart of Mary symbolizes. This same principal object was the basis upon which this cult was built.
Due to the dignity of this person, every member of Mary's body is worthy of our veneration, but the heart is the object of a special cult since it gives value to more important elements. The Heart of the Virgin, a heart which still beats in heaven; is not only a most essential organ of her holy body, but it is also the symbol of all the sentiments of her intimate life and particularly her love. The heart of Mary is the noblest part of the body of the most privileged creature, the Queen of angels and men. "This heart, for nine months, measured and controlled the beating of the Heart of Jesus. This heart is the organ of the most pure, most holy, of the greatest soul which after the soul of Jesus, has ever existed or will ever be created. It is the meeting point of all the most perfect virtues; it is the instrument of the most ardent love that God ever received from a creature... In a word, Mary's Heart is of all hearts the one which bears the greatest resemblance to the Heart of Jesus..."  X de Franciosi, La Dévotion au Sacré-Cœur de Jésus et au Cœur de Marie, Paris, 1892, pp. 275-276.

Here one must avoid two extremes which are equally regrettable and are causes of confusion: to abstract love from its material substratum, the heart or to consider the heart alone thus destroying its symbolic function. One must not separate but unite the physical heart and the love of the person.
To eliminate completely the physical heart - as many wish to do today - would bring about a triple separation; an "historical" separation: history attests that the heart has been constantly used to attain that which it represents; a "psychological" separation: both God and man use symbols; a "doctrinal" separation the heart, that excellent symbol, helps us to understand what love is since it adds a note of tenderness and fullness to that love.
It is plain that Mary's love is part of the material object; moreover as we shall see later - it also constitutes the formal object or the motive of this cult. It is not difficult to prove that the love of Mary enters into the material object and that it is its principal element.
First, because such is the case in regard to the Heart of Jesus: the physical heart is the sensible means used to comprehend better and penetrate deeper into the intimate life of Christ. This can be seen from the revelations of Paray-le-Monial, from pontifical documents, from the Liturgy and from the unanimous consent of theologians. Then, the Offices and Masses of the Heart of Mary, the Acts of the Roman Congregations constantly emphasize the love and interior life of the Virgin. When the cause was being discussed at Rome in 1804, the feast of the Heart of Mary was put forward as the feast "of the most ardent charity" ("ardentissimae caritatis").
The greatest promoters and the best apologists of this cult (St. John Eudes, Pinamonti... ) affirm that love is the object of this devotion.
The fleshly heart and the love of Mary constitute but one object of hyperdulia. The reason for this lies in the fact that both heart and love belong to one and the same person. However, from the point of view of intrinsic perfection, love is the principal object, since it more directly manifests the physical person, and moreover it is the formal object of this cult. For point of fact, a physical heart, just as any other corporal member, could not constitute the object of a special cult, unless it represented the love and the intimate life of Mary. Thus we see why the various documents exalt the spiritual element (love) and propose the material element as subordinate to it.
The excellence of the Heart of Mary constitutes the immediate foundation of this cult, but its mediate foundation and its ultimate motive resides in the excellence of the Virgin's person. Cult is homage rendered to the saints on account of the charity which unites them to God and by which they participate in the divine excellence. St. Thomas writes: "the devotion which we have for the saints of God does not terminate in them alone. It is offered also to God in so far as we venerate God in His servants."  Summa Theol. II - 11, 9. 82, a. 2 ad 2. The motive for rendering homage to a saint is as great as the triumph of charity is manifest in him. Sanctity is primarily a work of God, but it is also a work of the human heart, since sanctity is defined as love, and the heart is love's symbol. It is clear that Mary's sanctity surpasses that of the saints and of other men; this is why the Blessed Virgin is worthy of a very special cult, reserved to her alone: the cult of hyperdulia.
But how is it possible that two elements which are so different as the material object (the physical heart) and the spiritual object (love), and which do not possess the same dignity, can constitute a single object of cult and veneration? It is because there exists between them a bond of union which resides in the symbolism of the heart. This explains why several authors (such as Terrien) like to speak of the "symbolic Heart," namely, the physical heart and the love which it symbolizes which together form the object of this cult.
Briefly, the adequate material object of this cult is the loving person of Mary, the particular object is the physical heart as the symbol of love, or if you wish, love symbolized by the physical heart. But to understand the riches of this cult, the heart should lead us to the person of the Blessed Virgin, the heart should be regarded as the center of her interior life (Personsmitte - Seinsmitte)
B. The motive, the formal reason (the formal object) of all cult honoring a person resides in that person's dignity and excellence. The "general" formal object of this cult rests on the dignity and excellence of the Blessed Virgin.
Its "special" formal object is that some excellence in so far as it is manifested to us in her Heart, either considered in itself, or considered as the natural symbol of her love and other sentiments.
Every symbol is composed of three elements: the sign, the thing signified and the basis for the signification.
Here, the physical heart of Mary is the sign, and its symbolism, founded on the excellence of this physical heart, constitutes the principal motive of our cult.
All this is clear: The chief initiators of this devotion have emphasized it forcefully. St. John Eudes writes: "You must know that her virginal Heart, and I mean her corporal Heart, merits a very singular veneration by reason of its sublime excellence. If we should honor all the members of her body, it follows infallibly that her blessed Heart, which is the first and noblest member, deserves our particular veneration... The heart is evidently the noblest and most excellent organ of the human body: therefore, more than any other corporal member, her Heart merits special cult. "  Le Cœur admirable, 1. I chap. 3Father de Gallifet writes: "It is evident that no other creature, in heaven or on earth, is more perfect, more precious, more holy, more excellent or more pleasing to God and to Jesus Christ, than this virginal Heart”.  (left out of manuscript)

The perfection of the physical heart is based on the eminent place which it holds in the corporal organism and upon its relations, analogies and symbolism regarding our intimate life. It is not founded (as was held in the past) on the fact that the heart is the seat of the affective life, which according to present-day science is located in the cerebro-spinal system.
If the physical heart is the symbol, the love of Mary is that which is signified. Here also the language of various authors, of the Roman documents and of the liturgical Offices is explicit. However, these documents do not speak only of love, but of the entire interior life of the Mother of God: her sorrows, her joys, her virtues. Among those sentiments which, after her love, have attracted the attention of the faithful, we must mention in particular her sorrow. In point of fact, of the few details which the Gospel gives us about Mary's life, Simeon's prophecy is by no means the least important (Luke 2:35). The image which Christian piety used most to represent the Blessed Virgin was that of her corporal Heart, pierced through by the sword or swords of sorrow. Moreover, liturgical texts have often adopted this same point of view often adopted this same point of view.
Compassion and mercy are intimately joined to sorrow. The Liturgy has amplified this object even further: it offers us the entire intimate life of Mary when it wishes to indicate the justifying motive of this cult, this intimate life which is impregnated with created and created grace.
During the examination of this cause in 1855 the consultor James Ricca, 0, E. S. A., justified this extension of the formal object in the following terms: "although these notes appear to be commonplace and very simple, they are proper to this Office, since they indicate the plenitude of grace infused into the Heart of the Blessed Virgin; they also testify to the Holy Ghost, the Source, who lives in her Heart. "  Summarium, 1855, N. 4, p. 28. Fr. Pinamonti writes: "Therefore the primary object is the excellence of the Blessed Virgin and the sensible object is her Sacred Heart honored by us as the most precious member of her virginal body which merited to clothe the Eternal Word with human flesh" (The Sacred Heart of Mary, Florence 1699, Introduction).
It is the plenitude of grace, created and uncreated, which the liturgical texts constantly exalt: "0 God, Who filled the most holy Heart of the Blessed Virgin Mary with spiritual gifts of grace" ('Onoris gloria', Collect) - "0 God who filled the Heart of Mary with the plenitude of grace" ('Proba ore', Collect). It suffices to enumerate the chapter headings of Father Pinamonti's book in order to understand that this great promoter took the same point of view regarding the formal object of this cult: The Heart of Mary the perfect mirror - The Heart of Mary which is worthy of the Mother of God - The Heart of Mary abyss of grace- The Heart of Mary the expression of the Heart of Jesus - The Heart of Mary spark of the fire of charity - The Heart of Mary overwhelmed with sorrow - The Heart of Mary most pleasing to the Heart of God.
Father de Gallifet observes that one must attribute, in due proportion, to the Heart of Mary all that belongs to the Heart of Jesus: "It is no wonder that this Immaculate Heart must not be taken just materially, but in as much as it is the living seat of all virtues, affections, desires, sorrows, joys: in a word, in so far as it embraces the entire interior life of the Mother of God." "The excellence of devotion to the adorable Heart of Jesus Christ" Lyons, 1733. v. III, ch. 4.
 
Finally, among the attributes or virtues which make up the formal object of this cult, it is fitting to underline the purity of Mary. Already the title of the feast day announces: "the Feast of the Most Pure - or -, of the Immaculate Heart of the Blessed Virgin Mary" then, the purity of Mary is postulated by her plenitude of grace, because there is an absolute incompatibility between grace and sin (the end of the life of grace) in the same subject. The Most Pure or Immaculate Heart of Mary is mentioned in order to show the total triumph of grace in her, and also to signify her complete cooperation, her entire abandonment to divine action. God prepares men for the task He expects them to accomplish. 
He wished that His Mother would be a Mother "worthy" of God. To make her worthy He preserved her from all stain of sin ("redeemed in a more sublime manner"); Mary is the Immaculate Conception. For us, our egotism, fruit of original sin, constantly opposes the exigencies of divine love; in Mary who was conceived without original sin, pure love was possible, a love which would be a worthy response to divine love. Her Immaculate Conception is a free gift of God; her pure Heart, as well as being a gift from God, is Mary's reply to divine complacency.
Perhaps an objection will be made here: since the object of this cult is so extensive, devotion to the Heart of Mary must be identified with general devotion to the Blessed Virgin. But the objection is easily answered, for general devotion is directed towards the person as such in its entirety and particular elements enter in but indirectly or confusedly (in obliquo). Special devotion aims precisely at removing this indeterminateness in order to propose a proper and well defined object. If devotion to the Heart of Mary extends to all her mysteries and virtues, this is not done collectively, as in the case of general devotion to the Blessed Virgin, nor is it done in an absolutely separate manner as in the case of particular devotions. The characteristic mark of this devotion lies in the fact that it considers the mysteries and virtues of the Blessed Virgin in their source and center: love. Because all the perfections of Mary are seen from the point of view of love, all her virtues and all her intimate sentiments are embraced by the object of this cult. The celebrated formula of St. Augustine which was repeated by St. Thomas is well remembered: "Love precedes the other sentiments and is their cause."  Summa TheoL, , II - II, q. 162; a. 3, ad 4. This universal influence of love explains why love cannot be reduced to any other virtue, to any vice. The contrary is true: in each virtue a well-ordered love is found, in every vice an inordinate love is hidden. Thus we understand how our entire interior life, with its innumerable acts, is reduced to love, either because these acts are acts of love, or because they proceed from love as from their first cause. In this sense we must understand the invocations to Mary in the Litany of her Most Pure Heart. Here are some of these beautiful invocations written by St. Mechtilde and often used by St. John Eudes: "0 most holy Heart, 0 most meek Heart, 0 most humble Heart, 0 most pure Heart, 0 most devoted Heart, 0 most wise Heart, 0 most patient Heart, 0 most obedient Heart, 0 most vigilant Heart, 0 most loving Heart. " St. Francis de Sales could well write: "Mary is nothing but love; love is Mary; Mary is love."  LXI Sermon for the Feast of the Assumption in Opera omnia ed. Annecy, p. 451.

We may conclude by saying that the formal object of this cult is constituted by the love, virtues, and the sentiments of the Blessed Virgin, but always considering these two latter elements in relation to love.
We have spoken of the sign: the heart, of the thing signified: love. We know the reason why these two make but one sole object. It is not too difficult to discern the "link" which joins the sign and the signified together: the physical heart. According to the universal consent of mankind, of all nations at all times, the heart is the natural sign of love. Hence it matters little to know where the organ or seat of love is to be found: the brain, or the entire nervous system, or the heart. (Physio-psychological) science knows with certainty that every sentiment provokes some well-determined reaction in the heart.
The physical and moral excellence of the Heart of Mary is the primary and immediate basis of this cult. Over and above this intrinsic excellence there are many extrinsic excellences (which arise from relationships with a person or a thing outside of the subject) that can constitute the basis of a cult. Thus the Blessed Virgin may be honored not only because of her most ardent charity (an intrinsic excellence), but also because of her relations with God (in consequence of her divine maternity, of her cooperation in the redemption...) and with men (on account of her spiritual maternity, the distribution of grace...). The physical heart of Mary is a symbol of her love and of her affective life, it belongs to one who has the most intimate relations with God and men; this is what constitutes the secondary and mediate foundation of this cult.
Let us sum up: the integral material object of this cult is the person of the Blessed Virgin, the particular or special object is her Heart, symbol of love. The formal object is immediately and proximately founded on the intrinsic excellence of Mary, i.e. her charity, her plenitude of grace as it is caused and manifested by her Heart, the natural symbol of love and of affective life; this same object has a mediate and distant foundation in the extrinsic excellence of Mary, which results from her relationships with God and men. -For the terminology of the schoolmen one may say: the formal object "quod" is the intrinsic excellence of the Heart; the formal object "quo" is the primacy of love, for under this last aspect the Heart of Mary is constantly studied and honored.

C. What is the end of this devotion? While the cult of the Heart of Jesus has its own absolute end in itself, the same does not hold true for the cult of the Heart of Mary. This cult is a means, but a powerful means aiding us to attain our end. This consists in loving and honoring God in order to attain a loving possession of Him in the beatific vision. But devotion to the Heart of Mary is the most appropriate means for leading to the love of Jesus. All devotion to Mary tends to unite us ever more closely to her Son; this is also the general end of devotion to the Heart of Mary. Through the Mother we go to the Son; by following this model which is more accessible and more immediately imitable we try to understand, love, and imitate the sublime perfections of the Heart of Jesus.
The special end of this devotion is to make us grow in the love of the Blessed Virgin, to make us penetrate into her interior life, into that world of wonders and mystery, into that life which is completely dominated by the love of Jesus. There is no surer way to arrive at the love of Jesus than by loving Mary. The Heart of Mary is the most beautiful masterpiece of creation, the Heart of a mother who asks nothing more than to lead us to her Son. God wished that Mary's Heart would be one which would measure up to the task He confided to her: to be the Mother of God and Mother of the Mystical Body of her Son. Mary is truly our mother, mother of each individual man. Through her, after Jesus, we have supernatural life, which makes us children of God. It is this which makes St. Bernardine of Sienna say that Mary is more our mother than her who gave birth to us according to the flesh. Is not this the most efficacious reason for loving her with all the force and tenderness with which we are capable?
This special end includes several particular ends which a little attention will easily distinguish: gratitude, confidence, compassion, imitation.
Mary's love for us is a maternal love, which is more remarkable than any other mother's love and which has showered so many benefits upon us. All her gifts to us are gifts of her Heart. With Jesus she merited the graces which we receive continuously; she is the treasurer who dispenses all graces. To consider the Heart of Mary, to which we are indebted for all that we have, is without doubt to be thankful to her.
The Heart of Mary appeals also to our confidence. It is impossible not to trust in her, who loves us so well and whom the Church addresses frequently as "our hope." She can and she wishes to give us all those gifts of which we stand in need. If the hearts of our earthly mothers are capable of realizing miracles of devotion, what wonders of tenderness can the Heart of Mary perform for us? It is not without reason that she is called "All powerful suppliant."
On account of her compassion, Mary has fully merited the title: "Queen of the Martyrs." Her martyrdom, which pertained primarily to the moral order, brought her all the tortures which were suffered by the martyrs. The martyrdom of her soul, of her heart began with Simeon's prophesy, reached its culmination on Calvary and continued until she entered heaven. Her love was the measure of her martyrdom. Because she united herself constantly to the love and the intentions of her Son, she suffered a martyrdom analogous to that of her Son. To define this martyrdom we use the word "compassion," meaning common passion, suffered in union with Jesus, the King of martyrs. Could we, while contemplating the sorrowful Heart of Mary, remain insensible, untouched by her passion and without compassion for her sufferings? Our compassion must not remain sterile; it must become an active compassion. For it was our sins, our impenitence, our disorder which caused the passion of the Heart of Jesus and the Immaculate Heart of Mary, and which injured God. The Heart of Mary expects our reparative love; let us avoid sin and do all in our power to safeguard our souls from sin.
The Heart of Mary impels imitation, for true love seeks to imitate that which it loves. Love is an artist, they say, and in all the figures which it paints on its canvas, it reproduces spontaneously the traits of the object which captivates it. Imitation is a logical consequence of the love which we owe to the Heart of Mary. Undoubtedly Jesus is the most perfect model which could be offered for our imitation, but in the person of Mary, God offers us a model which is more adapted to our human infirmity. Moreover, to imitate the virtues of Mary, to be inspired by her example, is to imitate and reproduce Jesus, since Mary herself is the most exact and most perfect imitation of Him. Let us seek to imitate her charity, her purity, humility, patience, her recollection, her spirit of faith, her life of prayer, her obedience, abandonment (the perpetual "fiat" and "thanks" of her love). Thus we will draw nearer to that unique sanctity which is the joy of her Son.

D. Like all great causes, this devotion had to pass through the furnace of contradiction. Its adversaries were numerous and diligent. We must consider these latter especially the Jansenists. But the multitude of the faithful received this devotion with eagerness and fervor. The Jansenists tried, just as they did with devotion to the Heart of Jesus, to undermine this devotion by attacking it as being "novel" The following pamphlet was published: "A letter to the Alacoquists (Cordicols), on the origin and facts of the feast of the Sacred Heart of Jesus and of Mary in France," 1762. One Benedictine demanded: "Father Eudes, on what foundation do you base this feast?" Father Sandraye of the Oratory, wrote: "This devotion had two fanatical founders, i.- e. Marie Des Vallees (a penitent of St. John Eudes) and M. Mary Alacoque. The first stated that she learned of devotion to the Heart of Mary through Revelation. The latter made the same contention regarding the Heart of Jesus. "
  and sentimental. During the preliminary examination of the cult, the Promoter of the Faith halted at its so-called novelty. Furthermore, the circumstances of the time called for prudence and reserve; it was an epoch which gave birth to so many pernicious errors, some of which were frankly heretical. The fact that the devotion concerned the divine deposit of faith also demanded even greater prudence. All this explains the slowness and the precautions taken by the Holy See.
Truly, when a cult which is apparently new is brought before us, prudence and loyalty bind us rigorously to consult the deposit of faith. The moment when one arrives at the clearly drawn conclusion that a cult which is about to be propagated conflicts logically with revealed principles, then without further appeal one must reject that cult. On the other hand, the moment when ecclesiastical authority declares itself favorable to a cult, then we have a very strong motive for supposing that it agrees with revealed principles. In any case, it is wholly unjust to reject a devotion, just because it appears in an unedited form and without wishing to find out what is hidden behind this aspect of novelty.
There is true novelty and apparent novelty. It is plain that many devotions cannot be traced back to the primitive Church; they came into existence at a later date and still enjoy the highest consideration. The fact that devotions are multiplied does not transform the deposit of revealed truths. The emergence of new devotions is often the sign of the vitality of the Church of God, which, while remaining substantially the same, is enriched with new acquisitions, and is amplified by these new branches which nourish the Mystical Body of Christ. The Church is not a cadaver but an organism vivified by the life-giving action of the Holy Ghost.  The celebrated philosopher Maurice Blondel said: "The Church is not a phonograph... her competence is that of a judge of significations and of opportunities." Far from rejecting healthy and beneficiary novelties, the Church holds them in high. regard, because they testify to her inexhaustible youth. It often happens that new things are useful, even necessary and indispensable. This is so not only because things which are known and practiced for a long time sometimes risk losing their freshness and interest - "assueta vilescunt," - but also because they are no longer adapted to new exigencies or they do not correspond anymore to the practice and mentality of the times.
Thus it is not without reason that the Council of Trent vindicates the legitimacy of all cults which are in harmony with dogma and the tradition of the faithful; Denzinger Banwart - Umberg, Enchiridiom Symbolorum, n. 984 ff but the Church rejects forcefully any cult which does not measure up to this standard. 
Like all devotions which are manifested at some particular epoch, devotion to the Immaculate Heart had to pass through several stages of evolution: the stage of global intuition, that of fermentation, of intellectual deepening, and finally the period of doctrinal proof rigorously established. One will agree without difficulty that the form of public cult rendered to the Heart of Mary was, at the time of St. John Eudes, rather new. Moreover, private cult did not extend beyond the middle ages.
Holy Scripture and the Fathers hardly tell us anything explicit concerning the existence of this cult. The patristic testimonies gathered by St. John Eudes are basically but commendations praising the Heart of Mary; beautiful though they may be, these texts make no mention of a cult which could knowingly be rendered to that Heart.
It was much later, after a patient and meticulous examination of the devotion in its every aspect, when the Church made known her position and approved its authenticity. Hence we know that in spite of its new form, this devotion rests on unquestionable theological foundations. Otherwise the Church, the guardian of revealed truth, would have rejected it as being false and vain. We are a far cry from that which some were pleased to call "the fruit of sentimentalism," "an elaboration of the sickly imagination of a few eccentrics." We have here a cult which claims that its foundations are rooted in revealed doctrine, which Christ left to His Church and which she, on account of her authentic magisterium, has the obligation of preserving intact. This foundation, we have already mentioned it, rests on the excellence of the person of the Blessed Virgin, the excellence of her Heart and of her love.


CHAPTER III

THE DOCTRINAL FOUNDATIONS
OF THE CULT TO THE IMMACULATE HEART


I. The Mystery of Mary

Christianity is not just a doctrine; it is primarily an event - the intervention of God in human history. Revelation is an existential fact; it is God acting in history Since God has entered into our history, this has become a history of salvation because God has appeared as a redeeming God. The principal figures in this history of salvation are Jesus and Mary. Mary is a clearly determined person - the Mother of Jesus of Nazareth. But Mary's historical life is the revelation of a redemptive act which was realized in Her. Therefore the mystery of Mary comprises two dimensions. There is the historico-human dimension which permits us to consider this mystery as connected with the life of a simple woman who lived at the time of the Roman occupation of Palestine and who was exposed to the influence of Old Testament and Jewish conceptions. But this ordinary life is also revelation; it possesses a super-historical element insofar as it concerns the salvation of men. Thus we understand why Sacred Scripture offers us only the human facts through which we must see the deeper dimension; it gives us the "kairoi" or the decisive episodes in the life of the Blessed Virgin.
In the divine intentions, Mary was from all eternity associated with her Son's mission ("uno eodemque decreto" says Pius IX in the Bull "Ineffabilis Deus" December 8, 1854). Like a painter who conceives first the central figures of his work and then positions all the others in such a way that they are subordinate to those central figures, God subordinates all else to the central figures of the Redemption: Jesus and Mary.
God associated a simple, human creature with the Redemptive mission of His Son. This simple peasant, still a young girl at the time of the Annunciation, was asked to collaborate with God Himself. Without doubt, she was full of grace; God had made her soul sensitive to the urgings of the Divine Will, but she had to strive with Her poor human resources in order to accomplish the superhuman task which God allotted to her.
Mary received everything, but she "activated" these gifts; her receptivity was active.
The Gospel reconstructs the scene of the Annunciation when -Mary was asked for her consent to the Incarnation. She pronounces her "Fiat"; she will be the Mother of this Babe who will be called Jesus, i.e., "Yahveh who saves." She does not understand; she believes; she gives credit to God ("credere").
The question has often been asked whether or not Mary believed in her Son's divinity at the moment of the incarnation. It was held that she, like us, was subject to the law of psychological progress and that the expression "Son of God" (Luke 1:35) stood for the Jewish people. Moreover, the divinity of the Messiah would contradict the biblical teaching on the unity of God. It would take years before she could believe in the divinity of the Redeemer. 
	The exegetical hesitations of Fathers Lagrange and Ceuppens on this point are well known as are the recent studies of Fathers Medebielle, Lyonnet, and of A. Michel. There is agreement today in attributing to Mary more than a mere messianic knowledge of the Angel's message; most certainly she recognized the Word made Flesh as such, and she must have received abundant lights from the Holy Spirit.  See Avis du Clergé, December 20, 1951, pp. 769.772; ibid. February 2; 1958. p. 134; H. E. Schillebeeckx, 0. P. , O. C. p. 28 ff. But Mary's act of faith is nevertheless as essentially obscure as our own. Her faith will develop (think of the words "And they did not understand the word that He spoke to them" Luke 2:50; "And when they saw Him, they were astonished" Luke 2:48)  St. Luke, in all probability, reports these words intentionally in order to point out clearly the gradual unfolding of faith. Regarding the text "What wouldst thou have Me do, woman? My hour has not yet come" (In. 2:4). Father Braun, 0. P. (The Mother of the Faithful, Tournai-Paris, 1953, p. 116) speaks of "the separating transcendence of the Son. " Thus, even in His public life, Jesus affirms His lack of dependence on Mary.
 and gradually she will realize how disconcerting the ways of God are in respect to the Incarnate Word from His annihilation in the Crib to His Crucifixion.
Mary's faith is continually confronted with contradictions. The Infant who "shall be called the Son of the Most High" and of whose "Kingdom there shall be no end" (Luke 1:32) is born in destitution; she must protect Him from His persecutors and flee with Him to Egypt. She sees Her Son die an ignominious death on Calvary. It is possible that her greatest sorrow at the foot of the Cross, while she shared in her Son's passion, was caused by her faith which, although it was indestructible was still obscure; we do not know when precisely the clear knowledge of faith illuminated her intellect. In any case, her unique privileges (the Immaculate Conception, Divine Maternity...) did not exempt her from the fundamental law of Christian life: the gradual development of faith.
Many have asked, in recent times, if the Blessed Virgin intended to enter the state of virginity before the message of the Angel. Since Saint Augustine's time the entire Christian tradition, relying especially on the word "How shall this happen since I do not know man" (Luke 1:34), reply in the affirmative. Several recent authors (Landersdorfer, Haug, Goechter, Roets, Guardini, Audet... ) hesitate or think that they can reply negatively: Mary was a young girl steeped in Jewish tradition concerning marriage, which was the only honorable state for a Jewish woman. The Angel's message would have reoriented the lives of Joseph and Mary: they would preserve their celibacy for the Kingdom of God, for the Infant confided to their care. This would likewise be the reason for Christian celibacy: to be at God's disposal and at the service of His Kingdom.
However, it is well to note that in regard to revealed truths, the final word cannot be spoken by the exegete, and we must beware of placing revealed mysteries on a par with natural truths simply because we want to satisfy current ideas.
Her Virginal Motherhood shows Mary's total dedication to God. Physical virginity is a condition and a symbol; it was in no way necessary for the realization of the Incarnation, But it was necessary that Mary belong to God alone and that her maternity be absolutely holy; not only sinless, but dependent solely on God's action and united only to His love. This intention of remaining a virgin in order to belong to God was formed by Mary before She knew what would happen to Her; Joseph's glory consists in the fact that he understood Mary's intention and protected it.
What is most admirable about Mary is that the end of virginity -- which is to consecrate oneself entirely to God -- was incomparably better attained by her supernatural maternity. It is impossible to think that Mary could have lost her virginity after the birth of her First-Born, the Son of God. She remained devoted to her Son, desirous of developing all the possibilities of her maternal soul for Him. Regarding her virginity at the birth of Christ, it has the value of a magnificent symbol which indicates a spiritual reality, if it were only to permit us to venerate always in Mary the young girl which she never ceased to be. "It would show little delicacy to examine a mystery which is so extremely delicate."  M. -J. Nicolas, 0. P., Essai de synthèse mariale in Maria 0. C. I, p. 714.
It is not difficult to find the key to Mary's sanctity. She tells us the secret of Her life in the words: "Ecce ancilla Domini" (Luke 1:35). This expression manifests the influence of Old Testament spirituality. The service of God ("doulia") to be God's servant means in the Old Testament the synthesis of a life entirely consecrated to the Lord. The "servants" are those pious Israelites who acknowledge the absolute dominion of Yahveh and who abandon themselves without reserve to the divine intentions. The "ecce ancilla Domini" flows from this trend of thought and it means abandoning oneself to be God's property.
The profound reality of the "ancilla Domini" is not completely understood until it is seen in relation to the "Magnificat" where Mary numbers Herself among the "anawim" or "ebyonim," i. e. , the poor of Israel. Christ, in His sermon on the Mount, described the spirituality of these poor (the "poor in spirit," the "meek and humble of heart"). The poor of Yahveh are the "servants of God" who fear the Lord and who humbly place their confidence in Him;  See A. Gelin, Les pauvres de Jahvé  (Témoins de Dieu n. 14), Paris s. d.
 they are, in the strongest biblical sense of the word, the "believers," those who believe in God with absolute confidence.
The "ecce ancilla Domini" and the "Magnificat" are imbued with the spirit of "anawah," that living fiat of faith to all the divine dispositions. In the "ecce ancilla Domini" another note is struck. The expression "servant of God" in the Old Testament, designates one who has been given a special mission by God (Abraham, Moses, Joshua, David) and who consecrates his entire life to God. Mary the Queen of Patriarchs and Prophets, accepts in the same spirit the divine wish to be the Mother of the Royal Messiah. She says first that She is "the handmaid of the Lord" and then she replies to the Angel's request: "Be it done to me according to thy word"(Luke 1;38). When Christ praised this ideal of spiritual poverty in His sermon on the mount He could have referred to a concrete example: the lives of Joseph and Mary of Nazareth.
	Jean Guitton wrote about the "Magnificat": "When one reads the verses of the "Magnificat" one finds there traces of the different influences which recur throughout Scripture. The influence of power and of terrestrial glory: as if she were a 'daughter of a prince, Mary praised the Lord in her arms. The influence of tradition: the idea of the continuity of generations, of God's fidelity. The more discreet influence of humility, which tomorrow will be found in the Gospel," the idea of the little way, of low station. If you look upon the Magnificat as a musical piece incorporating three themes, you will find those three themes which I have just indicated. It sounds that splendid and triumphant note, and has the purple color and the royal ring which are also found in the Canticle. Then a note of intimacy, the tint of a flower hidden in the valleys, and the luxury of the poor. Between these two notes there is an evident disparity but no discord. The Virgin of the Magnificat proclaims: all generations shall call me blessed. Thus the hidden soul, she who so loved to be hidden announces calmly, as if she could see, that future generations until the end of time would call her blessed.... And they would do so not because of her greatness and glory but because of her lowliness; it is not the fullness of the gift made to her which justifies her glory, but the void by which she made that fullness possible. She has said this simply: her triumph is in proportion to her humility... For our own day, Theresa of Lisieux, rejoicing in that same liberty of spirit which was that of St. Gertrude, for example, in the Benedictine Order, said much that would aid us in understanding the Magnificat when she saw her future glory, and spoke so confidently of what she would do in heaven. "  La Vierge Marie, 0. C. p. 48-50.
In this way then was Mary ready to become the mother of God, to unite herself in an ineffable manner to the Son of God who was about to become her own Son. That we may understand this unique union existing between Jesus and Mary, the famous German theologian, Matthias-Joseph Scheeben (1835-1888) speaks of "spousal motherhood" ("brautliche Mutterschaft"): a relationship of reciprocal abandon, such as exists between husband and wife, exists between Jesus and Mary. It is absolutely proper to this maternity that the Son in His divine life should precede the Mother and her maternal operations and that He should give Himself voluntarily to the Mother so that she can clothe him with a human nature. If a worthy human maternity cannot exist but through marriage where the wife gives herself entirely to her husband, it is fitting to assign to that maternity which is the greatest of all, and which excludes completely any male cooperation, the most total abandonment which ever existed between spouses.
It has been objected that this expression coined by Scheeben has no scriptural foundations and that it gives place to confusion. It will be admitted however that it gives us an approximate idea of the unique bond of union linking Jesus and Mary. Moreover, we must not forget that our words and concepts will always be inadequate to express this supernatural reality which surpasses all our categories and classifications.
Mary's divine maternity touches the foundations of Christianity; it extends beyond her person and is grounded in Christology. In accordance with ancient and modern history, Cardinal Newman said that Mary is "the guardian of the Incarnation," for all the dogmas concerning the Incarnation are linked together in the divine maternity.
Mary was "the cradle in which the Man-God rested and refreshed His body" (Gertrude von Le Fort). Here we can penetrate more deeply the trembling respect of Mozart's music, "Ave verum corpus natum de Maria Virgine."
The divine maternity is in a certain way an infinite dignity "because of the infinite good which is God," as St. Thomas says. Sumnia Theol. , I, g. 25, a. 6, ad 4. Let us cite that beautiful page of J. Galot S. J. , (Le Coeur de Marie, Paris-Louvain, 1957 pp. 216-217): "All of Jesus' physical heredity came to Him from His mother; it was she who gave Him all His corporal traits. When one thinks of the destiny of Christ's body, which would have to be not only the instrument of our salvation in the passion, but after assuming the splendor of the resurrection, would continue indefinitely to be present in the Church under the Eucharistic form and offer itself as food to Christians, one understands the immensity of divine confidence which caused this body to be born of the Virgin Mary. Always and everywhere until the end of the world, this body would bear the deep marks of its maternal origin... She contributed to the formation of His body and soul. This was her primordial task... One is tempted to retreat before all which this mission implies in Mary's case. Did not Jesus have the power to form Himself without a mother's intervention? This is the difficulty enclosed in the mystery of divine maternity... And yet the truth of the Incarnation is inseparable from the truth of the divine maternity." This same maternity, in its concrete reality, is the foundation of the mystery of Mary.
Before the rise of the Nestorian heresy which denied Mary's divine maternity, the Fathers saw Mary above all as "the new Eve" and "the prototype of the Church," and that on account of her admirable "fiat," of her act of faith. After the Council of Ephesus (431) which condemned Nestorianism, Mary's maternity was explicitly looked upon as the central mystery. This attitude prevailed until recent times. The fact that Scheeben speaks of "spousal maternity" suggests that maternity alone is not sufficient to constitute the fundamental principle of Mariology. Of late, as a result of a series of historical studies, some have wished to advocate a return to the principles "Mary, the new Eve," "Mary, the prototype of the Church." Against maternity as the foundation of the mystery of Mary it is still objected that it possesses no organic connection with Mary's participation in the redemption of mankind or with her virginity.
        What can be said of this evolution? It is most fitting to accentuate the act of faith of the Blessed Virgin; this is also a patristic doctrine and a very pronounced one at that. But it is forgotten, we believe, that it is here a question of a concrete reality which is more conveniently understood in the context of a living person; we are not dealing with an abstract concept.
We must consider the divine maternity in its concrete reality, with all that precedes, accompanies and follows it. The Incarnation of the Son of God was a redemptive Incarnation, the consent of the Virgin was an implicit consent to the redemptory sacrifice of the Cross; her compassion for the sacrifice of Calvary was but the explicit continuation of her first "fiat" of the Annunciation. 
Next, the maternity and virginity of Mary are not two juxtaposed realities, we are speaking of a virginal maternity. Mary is mother in so far as she is a Virgin, and her virginity allows her to better consecrate herself to the task of being the Mother of the Redeemer. She is the Mother of a Son who is God and Savior, "the first born among many brethren" (Rom. 8:29). God wished that Mary should cooperate in the Incarnation, which was the starting point of the Redemption. He also desired her cooperation in the sacrifice of the cross, where Mary renounced her maternal rights and offered up her Son, uniting herself to His sacrifice in expiation for our sins. Mary was present at the beginning of the Redemption, she would have to be present at the culminating point of that same Redemption: the sacrifice of the cross. "God gives without regret," says Bossuet. He does not leave his works incomplete; He desired that Mary be the Mother of the Savior Son. He further wished that she cooperate in the redemption as the Mother of our souls, the Mother of the Mystical Body where she would continue to give birth to all, who with her Son, constitute the whole Christ.
In this perspective we perceive how the divine maternity, in so far as it is concrete reality, is the true foundation upon which all the other privileges of Mary are grounded; it is the source which explains the singular grace as of the Mother of God.  Pius XI writes: "From this dogma of the divine maternity, like water gushing from a hidden spring, comes Mary's singular privilege and her supreme dignity, after God, " Enc. "Lux Veritatis" AAS, 1931,p. 513. -On Mary and the Church see J. Galot, S. J., Marie et l’Eglise in Nouveau Revue Théologique. February 1959,p. 113-131; C. Balic D. F. M. Maria et Ecclesia in Nuntia Periodica, #6, Rome 1959 pp. 20-51

Thus it is inconceivable that the Savior could support the existence of the sin which He came to destroy on His Mother's soul; the shame of Mary would be reflected upon her Son. St. Augustine (431) has already said: "I do not wish that the Virgin be brought into question, when we are speaking of sin"; he did not, undoubtedly, think of exemption from original sin. But it sometimes happens that a theologian's train of thought follows a route which is beyond his intentions. In effect, do we free the Blessed Virgin from sin by subjecting her to original sin? Does a soul possess the plenitude of grace which at its creation was deprived of it? Would Mary be the all-holy, the "panagia" as the primitive Church called her, if she had been, but for one moment, under the dominion of the sin of human nature?
It is also inconceivable that the sacred body of Mary, whence Jesus' body was formed, would be corrupted and become the prey of earthworms.
Scripture  In the ensemble of biblical revelations in the books and in the particular passages inspired by the same Holy Spirit, a more profound meaning often lies hidden; which is not penetrated at first sight. The plenary sense is not an arbitrary device employed to avoid difficulties, but is grounded on the very fact of revelation. See' J. Coppens, Les harmonies des deux Testament. En étudiant les divers sens des  Ecritures, Louvain. and tradition supply us with a very sober figure of Mary, but at the same time so rich that its marvels will never be exhausted. 

II. The Mystery of the Heart of Mary

We have emphasized Mary's spirit of faith, her abandonment to the divine intentions. But it is important to underline an aspect still more fundamental: her love. God was not satisfied with the overthrow of sin. The immense love, which burns eternally in the bosom of the adorable Trinity, is manifested in the heart of a man and has used the forms of human love in order to express itself. God furnished Himself with a human heart and so gave infinite love the means of approaching us in a human manner. This love knew the fatigue, the anguish of human vicissitudes. It knew our sorrows: the sorrow of seeing our approaching death, the sorrow of misunderstood love, of infidelity of ingratitude. The Sacred Heart incarnates and renders infinite love palpable. But there was something motherly in God's love which required to be made manifest in the Immaculate Heart of Mary. This is the heart of a creature, but a creature who is all-holy and totally consecrated to God. It is something of God Himself that we find in Mary. She was associated with the divine paternity of our souls in order that she might cooperate with the regeneration which made us children of God. We find in Mary something of divine love and of divine fecundity and especially of what is maternal in that love. Mary is true woman and her role in the Redemption is the role which corresponds to the most sublime vocation of woman, that is, motherhood.
Mary's part does not take anything away from the Redeemer. Mary was given all that she had; in her maternal Heart there was nothing that had not come from the Heart of Christ. Between these two hearts an inseparable bond exists: the Heart of Mary reveals the Heart of Jesus. Mary's Heart cannot be understood but in relation to the divine Person, from Whom she received everything that she may give it to us. The Heart of Mary must be seen in the context of the economy of salvation where her Heart signifies total abandonment to her Son's mission of love. There, we see also the connection between the Heart of Mary and our hearts, for in being the Mother of the Redeemer she is also the Mother of the redeemed.
The Church was very conscious of this fact as is evidenced in Her interpretation of the words addressed by Jesus to the beloved disciple: "behold thy mother" (Jn. 19:27). The mission of Mary, like that of her Son, is oriented towards our salvation.
The heart of Mary is Jesus: in that Heart Jesus, her divine Son, lives and reigns. The cult of the Heart of Mary should lead us to the Heart of Jesus, for more than anyone else the Blessed Virgin can apply to herself the words of St. Paul: "It is now no longer I that live, but Christ lives in me" (Gal. 2:30). Thus, there is no danger here of leaving the royal road which leads to God and of taking a side-road leading away from our ultimate end.
The role of the Blessed Virgin is somewhat analogous to that of God the Father, since Jesus received His divine love from the Father, and from Mary He directly received His human heart. The Man-God fixed His eyes on His Mother to fill her with the truth of His presence just as He contemplates the face of the other. The only one other than the Father who could have reminded him of the Father’s love was Mary who had conceived Him in virginity. Mary who reproduced the divine love in all that she did, reminded Him at every moment of the Father. This must have been a cause of astonishment, like an echo of His heavenly intimacy.  But how can we explain why Jesus left Mary in the background - since He never exalts her - during her earthly life. He acknowledges all that He has been given by His Father; He says nothing about what He owes to His Mother. Not one word of praise is heard of her whom the church will exalt down through the centuries. Several reasons explain this attitude of silence. There are many men who prefer not to speak of their mother, their affection is too deep to be spoken of and they fear that it may be profaned. Furthermore, if He were misunderstood, Jesus would be hurt. He would have certainly liked to have called her "Mother of God," but He was constrained to reveal His divine identity with the greatest prudence. Finally He wished to fulfill Mary's desire to remain hidden.
The maternal heart of Mary was first formed by the divine love of the Word, before it was asked to form the human heart of Jesus. Thus Mary received all from Jesus and now has the task of giving all back to Him. As everything about Mary expresses the Father and the Holy Ghost, the Spirit of love, it expresses also, and even more, the Son, because she was fashioned by the divine hands in view of her divine motherhood.
The happiness of these two Hearts had to be purified by suffering. Undoubtedly one can speak of the idyllic happiness of Nazareth, but beneath the surface of their ideal intimacy a hidden wound lay throbbing.
Mary had kept Simeon's prophesy in her Heart, she had tried to penetrate its mysterious meaning. Slowly but surely the sword opened Her wound; when she regarded her child, Mary must have thought of the danger which threatened Him; her suffering increased with her happiness. In His filial love Jesus must have sensed some suffering, He was perfectly aware of the catastrophe which would end his terrestrial stay. Seeing the care with which Mary surrounded Him, Jesus must have known that it would all end with the ignominious death of a condemned man on the cross. Jesus' sojourn in the Temple at the age of twelve must have given Mary another shock, and it prepared her for the brutal separation which would come about later. His farewell, when He departed to begin His public life, was the prelude to the heartbreak of Calvary, and both must have had the sensation of losing all that was most dear and intimate to them. Certainly the hope of a rich and fruitful future shone like a friendly beacon through the mists of suffering but it did not lessen the atrocities of her sorrow.
Jesus suffered less for Himself than for Mary and Mary suffered less for herself than for Him. At Cana, Jesus renewed the sorrow of parting in the Heart of Mary: "What wouldst thou have me do, woman? My hour has not yet come." (John 2:4). This was like an introduction to the sacrifice to which she would have to consent in her role as mediatrix which had already begun. And later, when Jesus declared that He owed Himself to the people before He could meet His Mother, He deepened the wound in Mary's Heart. Mary was totally consecrated to her Son, but this attitude did not alleviate her sorrow.
Mary loved self-effacement and silence, but she was present at Calvary to complete her maternal functions. The fundamental sorrow of Jesus on the cross was His Father's abandonment of Him, but He also suffered because His Mother who knew the depths of His suffering was standing beside Him. If He could have only spared her that, but He was unable to avert that supreme agony. He, who had the most delicate filial heart, must cause the martyrdom of His Mother's Heart. However, since He still remained united to His Father during His separation, His sorrow united Him even more intimately to His Mother. In causing His Mother's heart-break He united Himself more intimately with her, since He leads her to the most intimate and profound cooperation in the work of redemption.
	These two Hearts had to fuse into one through suffering.
Finally, Jesus consecrated His detachment from His Mother by making her Mother of all men; all mankind must benefit from her maternal love. He elevated Mary to participation in the universal work of salvation, which was His most cherished task, and the reason for His entry into our history.
If these are the relations which join the Hearts of Jesus and Mary, it will not be difficult to determine more accurately the doctrinal foundations, that is the ensemble of motives which connect devotion to the Heart of Mary with the mysteries of the Blessed Virgin. We are not limiting ourselves to pointing out the place of the Heart of Mary in Mariology but we will show the principal role of this devotion with regard to the most important Marian truths.
	1) The role of the Heart of Mary in regard to  the sanctity of the Blessed Virgin: Mary was an exceptional creature: she was to become the Mother of God and hence she was given many privileges: The Immaculate Conception, fullness of grace, infused virtues, confirmation in grace, glorious assumption. One may say that the Heart of Mary was the seat or center of these privileges in the measure in which as Tradition tells us together with approved Liturgies - the Heart is considered to be the symbol of love. This is so because if these privileges themselves do not constitute love, they were given on account of love. They are the principal elements of "that faculty and capacity of loving which resides in that mother of love" (St. John Eudes). Moreover, through her love these prerogatives exercised fully by the Blessed Virgin, she made them fruitful by her cooperation: "Mary was not passive under divine action... with all the energy she received from grace, she went out to meet Him Who came to her; and her Heart rested joyfully in her union with God" (Bainvel).
	2) The role played by the Heart of Mary with regard to her divine maternity: this was the reason and the basis for all her other privileges.
	a) Her Heart played a physical part as a heart of flesh. Her Heart, while Mary carried the infant Jesus in her womb, gave the embryo the blood necessary for its development. For this way It fulfilled the functions which the Heart of Jesus would accomplish after His birth.
	b) More important is the cooperation given in the act of becoming the Mother of God by her "spiritual" heart (that-is the heart as center of psychic life). It was from her Heart, the Fathers tell us, that the "fiat" came. The Liturgy says this also: The Son whom the Heart of the Most High gave to the World...was also given by the Heart of the Virgin" (Office of St. John Eudes, Hymn for Matins). The reason for this is that Mary's "fiat" came from her free will, her consent was given out of love.  
	This love was of God, for Mary responded to God's request. It was love of mankind, since God "so loved the world that he gave his only begotten Son" (John 3:16). It is also maternal love, for the Blessed Virgin desired her son's coming, like all mothers, with maternal love. The Fathers tell us (St: Augustine, St. Leo the Great... ) that Mary had already conceived Jesus in her Heart before she conceived Him in her womb. It was in this way that the splendor of Mary’s intimate life attracted Jesus to her: "Huius castissima-cordis integritas, Huius sanctissima Cordis humilitas Coelo Verbum rapit. Cordis Virgine- Attractum gloria -Servi forman rei, - For tua Maria, - Sinu Verbum capit". "Indeed one could not say that the Heart of Mary merited the Incarnation, but once the Incarnation was decided upon, once the decree of divine Maternity, was issued, when the Immaculate Conception took place, the Virgin merited "de condigno" increase of grace in her soul, and through that maternity. This is the meaning of the words of the Fathers and of the expressions of the Liturgy concerning the merit due to the divine maternity."  J. Arragain, C.I. M. , Introduction a la Théologie du Cœur de Marie, in Alma Socia Christi, Acts of the Marian - Marilogical Congress (1950) Rome 1952, p. 5
3) The role of the Heart of Mary in the cooperation in the Redemption of men: in giving birth to Christ the Redeemer, Mary cooperated indirectly but efficaciously in bringing salvation to men. The Son Who was born of her was He who would have to save the world. The Fathers had every reason to call Mary the "exordium Salutis" (the fountain-head of salvation). Mary had freely cooperated in the material preparation of the victim of Calvary. One can easily see the primary role of the Heart of Mary here; her heart of flesh pumped into the body of Jesus the blood which He would shed for us on the cross.
Moreover, the Heart of Mary felt the redemptive and merciful sentiments of Jesus.
On Calvary she joined her love, her sorrows, her merits to those of her Son; with her whole heart she collaborated in our Redemption. Renouncing her maternal rights she offered her Son's life to God: "She suffered with her dying Son, and thus she abdicated her rights over Him." Benedict XV, Apos. Letter, "Inter sodalicia," Mary 22, 1918, in .AAS 1918, p. 182
 The part played by her Heart in this offering is evident; the Liturgy says that her Heart is "the altar upon which Jesus offered Himself."
Mary also offered the sufferings of her Son to the Father (cooblatio) and her own sufferings (compassio) also for our salvation. Here also the role of the Immaculate Heart is of capital importance: the Fathers teach that the Heart of Mary was the center of her compassion, and the mirror of Jesus' passion because of the identical sentiments of Jesus and Mary. The origin of Mary's sorrow on Calvary is precisely her love, her Heart: love of God, which incites her to make satisfaction for the sins offending divine Majesty; love of her Son inciting her to associate herself with His sufferings; love of men, since Christ accepts His sufferings for sinners. All this explains why the Heart of Mary was considered as being the center of her compassion. 
4) The role of the Heart of Mary is her spiritual maternity; here we consider Mary from the point of view of the dispensation of grace. This thesis does not encounter any difficulty in Mariology; it is the corollary of her cooperation in the Redemption. If Mary took part in the Redemption she should also take part in the distribution of grace. Patristic testimony is abundant and unquestionable on this point. By distributing grace, by her care in conserving and increasing grace, the Blessed Virgin exercises her maternal rights over us. She acquired these rights on Calvary.
The participation of Mary in this distribution is clear, because this is a labor of love, the completion of her love for us shown when she gave birth to us together with her Son. The Liturgy depicts the Heart of Mary as interceding for us, her Heart is the refuge of sinners, a fortress for the just and the guilty.
We believe that we may conclude that the theological foundations of this devotion are solid. Without wishing to deprecate other devotions, one may say that devotion to the Immaculate Heart is particularly warm and fruitful Why? It seeks the essential; it goes to the center of the mystery of Mary: love. St. John Eudes does not hesitate to say this: in this Heart Jesus lives and reigns perfectly. The Heart of Mary is the base on which everything rests and from which everything begins.
The Heart of Mary is the model of our union with God; it will also bring about this union: "0 God, grant that, as Jesus and Mary are united in one Heart, we may have but one heart with them" (St. John Eudes).
The study of this devotion must fill us with joy, gratitude, confidence; it should incite us to personal union with the Blessed Virgin. True devotion must be lived; it must become the center of our lives. The theories of Einstein concerning the measure of time and space need never influence my moral life; a disciple of Einstein does not live differently from a non-follower, but a believer leads a different life from an unbeliever. Faith incorporates knowledge, but it is more than that alone; it demands total engagement of our being. Thus it is with true devotion: it must be lived. Devotion to the Heart of Mary demands that we engage our most precious possession: our love.



CHAPTER IV

DEVOTION TO THE HEART OF MARY 
AND OUR CONGREGATION


I. Our Founders and the Heart of Mary
We know little about the Founder’s childhood except his Eucharistic piety and his devotion to the Blessed Virgin; the latter especially may be regarded as a birthright. To his mother the young Father Coudrin loved to attribute his special devotion to Mary. In fact, his mother, Mary Rion, was accustomed to bringing him to the parish church while he was still a child and there she would make him say the Rosary out loud. At a later, date Father Coudrin will say publicly: "The example of piety given to me by my virtuous mother has touched me more than all that I have seen or heard since."
Later, Pierre Coudrin was under the direction of his uncle and godfather, Father Francis Rion, assistant at Cremill (near Coussay) and later at Maille. From Maille Father Rion departed in 1792 for the prisons of Poitiers and the convict ships of Rochefort. Wasted by privation, he died in Rochefort in 1794.
During his vacations and trips to Maille, Pierre Coudrin, the student of Chatellerault and the seminarian of Poitiers, got to know the pastor of that place, André Fornet de Thoire, the future saint, who would write on November 20, 1833: "I always remember God's gifts to you. The good priest and martyr, Father Rion, has surely done more than a little to bring down the wealth of favors and graces which have been showered upon you. "
For the correspondence of his college or seminary days, Pierre Coudrin never speaks of the Heart of Jesus or the Heart of Mary. Though we have no formal proof of youthful devotion to the Sacred Hearts, we know that he was well prepared to receive it on account of the confidence, love and abandonment which characterized his early spirituality: "Let us love God, yes, let us love Him above all else" - "What a beautiful virtue confidence in Jesus is - God never abandons us... to be on good terms with God causes such happiness that I cannot refrain from speaking of it." (May, 1789)
Moreover, these devotions, especially devotion to the Sacred Heart of Jesus, were the order of the day, both on account of the work of St. John Eudes and the revelations of Paray-le-Monial and because of the furious attacks which assailed them throughout the XVIII century, and that even in the schools frequented by Pierre Coudrin. It is well known that St. Louis Grignon de Montfort often preached at Poitiers. It is also well known that Father Coudrin belonged, to the Aa, a. secret society, which cultivated devotion to Mary (Msgr. Christiani).
About March 1792, Pierre Coudrin arrived in Paris, where he expected to be ordained. At the Irish College devotion to the Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary dominated the spiritual scene, as well as total submission to the Sovereign Pontiff. Young Coudrin prepared himself for ordination with a long retreat.  The retreatants sent several letters to the Pope; these letters bear witness to their wonderful faith. In one of them we read: "We unite ourselves to Mary, the Holy Mother of Jesus; standing beneath the cross, we are pierced by the same sword... we have experience that the cult of the Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary (to whom we have given ourselves without reserve) is an infinite treasure which insures those who practice it of God's friendship."
"The retreats of Paris let us see in what surroundings the Good Father found himself at the time-of the final formation of his heart and soul. His intimacy with such priests for a whole month, at an age when he was still impressionable and in such dramatic circumstances, could not but influence in a lasting way this young seminarian who was about to be ordained. He had travelled more than 200 miles to be raised to this dignity; he covered the same distance on his return journey enriched with treasures of grace, since he had placed his priesthood under the protection of the Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary and of the Pope. In the granary at Motto d'Usseau, divine Providence will show him how it intends to employ him for the greater glory and profit of God. Throughout the years of his heroic apostolate he would be guided past every twist and turn of the road to the place where his vocation lay: the Sacred Heart, Adoration, reparation, the Blessed Virgin."  Fr. Roue ss.cc. Le Père Coudrin et la dévotion aux SS. Cœurs, manuscript, p. 6.
It would be interesting to know precisely when our Founders joined the names of the Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary for the first time. We can only remark that these two words could be heard frequently at the time and if it appears that, the Foundress was the first to write them for us, she really did nothing revolutionary. Our Founders, disciples of St. John Eudes from whom they took many hymns in honor of the Hearts of Jesus and Mary, have codified a doctrine currently admitted, practices which were already known, giving them a spirit, a seal which would mark our Institute with a family touch. 
	It is known that the devotion in Poitiers, which was ancient and deep-rooted, preferred to address itself to the two Hearts of Jesus and Mary. The heart, called "Vendean," was a dual heart.
Before founding our Institute, Father Coudrin and Mother Henriette were members of a society of the Sacred Heart, founded by Miss Geoffroy. This society practiced Adoration of the Blessed Sacrament, as is done today in our Congregation. Mme. de la Barre says that this was all that their societies had in common. However, the official petitions of 1800, 1801 and 1802 addressed by the Founders either to their Vicar Capitular, to the Bishop of Poitiers, or to the Sovereign Pontiff, state that the combined cult of both Hearts went back as far as 1794. It seems right then to attribute this essential trait to the nucleus which was gradually (and specific) orienting towards the religious life.
It is true that in the beginning the terminology is unstable and sketchy; it searches for the exact formula. It crystallizes in 1800 and even better in 1801. The central idea hardly needed more precision: "reparation" by means of adoration of the forgotten Heart in the sacrament of love." But it is understood that this reparation will be made through Mary. Father Hilarion wrote the following about the profession of October 20, 1800 in his "Memoires": "At that moment Father Coudrin truly became the beloved son of the Heart of Mary." That was also the time when Mother Henriette experienced some intuitions (or maybe supernatural illuminations) about the life of Mary, as effects of her meditations. It should be noted that Mother Henriette exercised considerable influence in directing the spirit of our Congregation from 1794 to 1800. Here the experiments end, from now on the Founders address the dual heart, which becomes the soul and expression of a religious family they intend to organize. The first formulation of the vows is still slightly vague; the vows are placed "into the hands of the Blessed Virgin that she may deign to present them to the Sacred Heart of Jesus, her divine Son, in whose. service I desire to be consumed like this candle, according to the rule established in this house." (Oct. 20, 1800)
In June 1800, Mother Henriette wrote: "Our association is under the special protection of the Blessed Virgin Mary and is called the Association of the Sacred Heart of Jesus," and again: "has for its standard the love of the Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary." Elsewhere, in a memorandum addressed to the Holy Father, the "Society of the Sacred Heart of Jesus, through the mediation of the divine Heart of Mary, His Mother," is mentioned; the "Small Office of the Sacred Hearts" is recited by the members. Here the progress made in so short a time can be seen. On January 1, 1801 Father Coudrin wrote: "Through the Heart of Mary we adore the Sacred Heart in the Blessed Sacrament of the Altar." However, a few days earlier the expression, which for a long time would be the preferred and almost classical formulation, was written. On Christmas night 1800, the Good Father and Mother Henriette pronounced their religious vows "as a zealot of the love of the Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary in whose service I wish to live and die." Here we have the definitive formula which expressed the idea of the Founders that closed the period of experimentation. This expression is also found in the first petition requesting ecclesiastic approbation from the Vicar Capitulars of Poitiers (May, 1801); the members of the new Institute wish to become "the Zealots of the love of the Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary.” They suffered some disappointment in 1817, when the Holy See, is its official approbation of the constitutions, judged it best to modify the formula, but without altering its sense. It gave the following title to the new Institute: "The Congregation of the Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary and of Perpetual Adoration of the Most Blessed Sacrament of the Altar." This expression may appear to be rather lengthy, but its merit consists in the fact that it summarizes the entire thought of the Founders.  For the details of this question consult: A. Hulselmans ss.cc. “ The expression: "Zelotorum et Zelatricum" did not satisfy Cardinal Scotti: these two terms do not come from the Latin and thus the title would be metaphoric; The objection was aimed at the expression, the formula only; a more objective title was preferred: our actual title.  (Eng. Trans. Fairhaven -1961) An Historical Account of the Preliminary Chapter of the Rule... , p. 7ff

If we study more closely the spirituality of our Founders, we will grasp all the better the important role played by Mary in the beginnings of our Congregation and hence in its spirituality. The Immaculate Heart possessed our Congregation "from its very cradle"; but above all it possessed the lives of our Founders. They had consecrated themselves to Mary well before undertaking the foundation of our Institute. In her "Memoirs" of the beginning of the Congregation Sister Gabriel de la Barre wrote: "All during his life, he (the Good Father) was concerned with the need of becoming a child of the Blessed Virgin; he received great favors through her intercession; his sermons sang her praises; he composed a very devout prayer in her honor, which he said publicly every day before celebrating Mass; finally, his heart belonged to her since his childhood."
The prayer mentioned by Sister de la Barre was composed by the Good Father "at the end of 1800;"  Hilarion Lucas, Vie du T. R. P. Coudrin (copy) second ed. Chateaudun, p. 328 in that prayer we read: "It is through you, good and tender Mother, through your blessed Heart we infallibly reach the adorable Heart of your divine Son. Show us the way, or rather, place us on it, that we may be able to find there a refuge during our life and rest in eternity. " 
We may mention here that during the Reign of Terror at Poitiers Father Coudrin escaped from agents of the Revolution by hiding behind a statue of Our Lady; since then the statue has been known as "Our Lady of the Miracle."
Regarding the Good Mother, her historians tell us that she was a privileged child of Mary. Long before she wished to found a Congregation, she had made a vow to always wear white in honor of the Blessed Virgin.
The Good Father and Mother Henrietta desired to found an Institute; it was logical that they should wish to place their work under the special protection of Mary. They were convinced that it was Mary who wanted our Institute in order to console the Heart of her Son, outraged by the atheistic philosophy of the 18th century and by the crimes of the Revolution. This idea is expressed in several notes of the Good Mother: from the beginning the Blessed Virgin has protected us, she offers us to her divine Son -with Whom she intercedes on our behalf. Mary has made our cause "her personal affair," then she recommended our Institute to the Heart of Jesus, Who, in turn, out of love for His Mother, has also made it His personal endeavor. 
Strengthened by this protection, the Founders could go forward. In spite of the difficulties which assailed their work, they thought that in June, 1800 the time was ripe for seeking canonical and diocesan authorization. Since there was no Bishop in Poitiers they wrote to the Vicars Capitular. The petition, signed by Mother Henriette and 17 companions, states on two occasions that the Institute is placed under the special protection of the Blessed Virgin: "We have been together more than six years, in the service of the Sacred Heart and under the special protection of the Blessed Virgin Mary." A few months later, during the first religious profession made in our Congregation, the constant desire to place oneself under Mary's protection was manifested in a very touching manner. Mother Henriette experienced the joy of taking her vows on October 20, 1800, while Father Coudrin pronounced his resolutions as a novice. After she had taken her vows of chastity and obedience for one year, Mother Henriette renewed her former resolutions and added: "I remit them into the hands of the Blessed Virgin, that she may deign to present them to the Sacred Heart of her divine Son.... "
We have mentioned above that the Founders united the Hearts of Jesus and Mary. This union was effected only after a process of groping and hesitating which is understandable at a period when Jansenism was still very aggressive.  A doctrinal reason can also be added. In effect, if Jesus has no absolute right to our adoration, there can be no question of adoring Mary, since no matter how great the dignity of the Mother of God may be, the distance between Creator and creature separates her from her Son. On the other hand, it is also certain that Jesus and His Mother are closely joined in all the great mysteries of our holy religion and that the sources of revelation associate them constantly. This is what our Founders understood when they consecrated themselves both to the Heart of Jesus and to the Heart Mary and wished that their followers should be called Zealots of the love of the Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary. This is a program of life which they show us: to exalt, to imitate, to promote that which is greatest and most profound in our holy religion: the love of Jesus and Mary.
He who wishes to go to Jesus will find in Mary the surest way, through the Mother the Son is most easily reached.
Father Coudrin, explaining the image of the two Hearts, tells us that the Heart of Mary is "pierced" in order to show that "we must take this road to go to the Heart of Jesus." The Good Father’s  advice on Adoration, in Notes on the life of Father Coudrin... By Sister Justin Charrais, personal manuscript, p. 160-162.
In order to lay the definitive foundations of the work already begun, the Founders resolved to take religious vows. They chose Christmas Eve (1800), the night when Mary gave Jesus to the world, as the most suitable date for this all-important event. They had recourse to Mary again to prepare themselves for this fundamental act. As the decisive moment drew near, Father Coudrin was assailed by doubts and apprehensions; he foresaw the terrible difficulties which would harry his work. In spite of his former prowess and the special assistance which Providence gave-him, he admitted that he was uncertain of what he should do. Nothing could be more afflicting or serious to a Founder. In his distress the Founder turned to Mother Henriette and besought her to ask the Blessed Virgin for two special favors: first, to be able, as a Founder, to discern the motive which would cause his followers to join him; secondly, to be able, as a priest and apostle, to convert the most hardened sinners. History affirms that the Good Mother obtained these graces for him. After the profession his difficulties disappeared totally, a supernatural joy and an unshakeable confidence took possession of his soul. Father Coudrin said, "As soon as I was bound to God, my spiritual life was completely changed."
The profession ceremonies of our Founders reveal two facts which show to what degree Father Coudrin had consecrated both himself and his religious family to the Blessed Virgin.
When he made his resolutions as a novice, he had taken the name, Brother Caprasius. This name was very dear to him, but at the insistence of Mother Henriette he took another name at his Profession. The Founders believed that the religious name should be a sign, a standard, a program for their religious life. Mother Henriette advised the Good Father to adopt the name of the Blessed Mother, who so far had visibly protected their work. Since it is not customary for a man to have this name only, he added the name of St. Joseph, who was also intimately connected with Jesus and Mary. That is how the Founder consecrated himself, on the night of December 24, 1800, to the service of the Sacred Hearts under the expressive name of Brother Marie Joseph. Then, after the celebration of Midnight Mass, he blessed and donned the white habit, the color of the Blessed Virgin.
Everyone can see the importance of these facts: the Congregation from its origin enjoyed the special protection of Our Lady; hence it must love her in return and imitate her.
When the question of the religious habit was examined at the General Chapter of 1819, all did not share the same opinion. The hesitancy of some of the delegates is easily understood: with the ordinary ecclesiastical habit forbidden in France, they were afraid to agree to a special habit, especially one so noticeable. Father Coudrin gave free rein to the debate, remarking only that he attached the greatest importance to the vote which was about to be cast. He considered the white habit a sign which embodied our dedication to the Blessed Virgin and our zeal for her glory. We read in the report of the 21st session (Sept. 25, 1819); "When the, discussion was closed nobody wished to vote until. they first had recourse to prayer. Every member of the Chapter knelt down. The “Veni Creator” was recited again, a prayer to the Sacred Heart of Jesus, another to the Blessed Virgin and to St. Joseph. The Most Reverend Father Superior General cautioned the Brothers to privately renew their religious vows and to vote as they would vote on their death beds. They remained for some time in the silence of recollection, then while the delegates remained kneeling all the while, the tellers collected the votes cast by secret ballot. When the votes were counted in the presence of the delegates, it was evident that the General Chapter had unanimously adopted the following article..."  Acts of the General Chapters, MS 1, pp. 44-45. Through the secretary of the Chapter, Father Hilarion, we know that the discussion preceding the vote had lasted for two hours and that many of the delegates had taken part in it. When the result was known, "they arose and said the Te Deum in thanksgiving. It should be noted that it was Saturday, a day consecrated to the Blessed Virgin, and that we had adopted the color which is particularly consecrated to her, the color which she herself asked Mother Henriette to wear 19 years ago. We were convinced that she had presided over our deliberations in a special way."  Memoirs of the Congregation of the Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary. (copy) I, #320; pp. 385. 387.

Our Founders never let an opportunity slip to emphasize their consecration to Mary, to show their fidelity to her service, to promote devotion to her. Thus, while renewing religious life, they restored a custom widespread in ancient monasticism: the hymn "Salve Regina" during evening prayers as a daily homage to Mary. History attests that this tribute of filial devotion is most agreeable to the Mother of God. The Good Mother explicitly remarks that during the "Salve Regina" the Blessed Virgin showers more abundant graces upon her servants. Moreover, all are obligated to assist at this chant. Father Hilarion tells us that the Good Father also desired that all should be present to chant this Marian hymn. While still at Poitiers, he accompanied the Good Father to a family of the town one evening where an urgent affair had to be settled. As the hour for supper approached the family, who greatly admired the Good Father, were hopeful that he would remain to eat with them. Preparations for the meal were speeded up, but Father Coudrin could not be persuaded to stay. He excused himself with his proverbial courtesy, saying that "this slight delay would prevent him from being present at a service which he must attend: the chanting of the 'Salve Regina.'” 
In his "Journal" the Founder's nephew, Augustine Coudrin (1795-1880) remarks concerning the growing community of our Sisters at Poitiers that they used to assemble to sing the hymn of the Blessed Virgin: "The servers held... lighted candles. My uncle (Father Coudrin) intoned the Salve Regina and all stood up to sing it. In the midst of all the voices one could distinguish that of Madame Aymer de la Chevalerie; she led them all. I was too young to understand the fervor of these adorers. For them the Salve Regina was a hymn of hope, of faith in the new work of charity which united their hearts."  Journal of Augustine Coudrin, published by Father Patern Roue, ss.cc. (first part) in Annals of the SS. HH. , January, 1938, p. 329. The Salve Regina was a manifestation of fervor, joy, and enthusiasm for our first communities. This hymn continued to "comfort and console the young Congregation through the difficulties of the beginning."  I. Alazard ss.cc.. , a. c. p. 427 Let us add that this admirable anthem was always esteemed in our Institute. Long before Leo XII imposed its recital after low Mass, this prayer was said daily after our community Masses; it was, and still is sung every Sunday and feast day after High Mass.  It is also found in the ceremonial for our Chapters of Faults; it is recited daily by the members of the Enthronement.
The story is told of some Sisters who were staying in a hotel; they immediately transformed one of the rooms into an oratory, and there, as in the convent, they sung the Salve Regina.
Sister Justin Charrais tells of the courageous spirit of the caravan of Sisters which travelled to Seez in 1807: "After reciting the Rosary, we sang the 'Salve Regina,' but our voices were out of tune; our seats were jolted to right and left and as a result, some sang high and others low. But we did not mind, we were too happy. "  Here is a report on the founding of a convent of our Sisters at Laval (1804). The Good Mother "came to put everything in order for the future convent. When she left to get the Sisters who would staff the convent she entrusted the care of the house to a local lady. Every evening before the arrival of the Sisters this woman heard a very pious and soft song over the house; she searched in vain to find its origin and meaning. When the Sisters arrived she heard them singing the Salve Regina at 8:00 p. m. and recognized the air which had so intrigued her before. She was convinced that it was the angels she had heard and believed that it was an invitation to remain in this house which seemed to be so dear to the Blessed Virgin. She remained and lived here most piously until her death" (Annals of the SS.CC., June 1938, p. 428). -On August 7, 1834, when Fathers Caret and Laval arrived in the Gambier Islands, they went to the bow of their ship to salute the field of their apostolic labor, and with the Salve Regina they called the blessing of the Queen of Apostles upon themselves and the archipelago. Many martyrs, have sung this hymn before they went to their death. We will only cite the 16 Carmelites of Compiegne who were guillotined in 1794 and buried in the cemetery at Rue de Picpus.

Our Founder did not-hesitate to say that "Our consecration to the Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary is the foundation of our Institute."  (left out of manuscript)
In his Circular of April 14, 1817, in which he announced the joyful news of pontifical approbation, the Good Father consecrated the following page to the Sacred Heart of Mary: "Remember also, beloved brothers and sisters, that after the Heart of Jesus, we must honor in particular the most sweet Heart of Mary. The Blessed Virgin was conceived without sin, she was born in possession of all the virtues, she never suffered temptations; from all eternity she was predestined to be the Mother of God; but she first merited this extraordinary favor by entire fidelity to divine grace, and then through the three virtues which she practiced perfectly at the time of the Annunciation. The first of these virtues is her love of virginity, the second her humility, the third, which is the complement of the others, is her perfect abandon to the will of God, out of pure love of Him; when Our Lord was conceived in her womb, she had the sentiment, that is, the knowledge of the life, sufferings, and death of her divine Son, and her Heart was wounded by the same stroke which He would receive on Calvary. All this means that the Blessed Virgin- experienced sorrow when Jesus was conceived, sorrow which would be her lot until the angels came to take her into heaven. Mary's love for Jesus grew' continually until the time of the Assumption: for if this sentiment does not increase it diminishes: it cannot remain fixed.
"The Blessed Virgin never felt the malice of sin, nor did her heart ever swell with purely human hatred; she only knew the sorrow that they caused God. This is why she is magnificently Merciful. Let us console ourselves in our trials by remembering that Mary is and always will be our Protectress, our support, and that she will always love us. One must resort to Mary when God withdraws Himself. She will pray for us, in our trials, desolations, and infidelities, if we invoke her aid instead of grieving for our own plight. "  Book of Circulars, I, p. 3 - Permit us to cite this beautiful page of Most Reverend Father Euthyme Rochouze: says St. Bernard, how the Heart of Mary burned within her, when the Holy Spirit, who is a consuming fire, came to prepare her womb to receive the Son of God, and form the Heart of Jesus with the purest blood of her Immaculate Heart.... ,Thus one may affirm, without fear of saying too much, that if Jesus is all love and charity, His Mother is also all love and charity. Now, I ask you how great must Mary's love for us be since our love of God is the measure of Our love of neighbor. And we are her children, the children of her Sacred Heart. Therefore, she is our Mother, she has the sentiments of a most tender mother for us. No, there is no favor that Mary could not get from her Son for us... every moment... the Heart of that good Mother is open to let us see how great her love for us is. Hers is a wise love, a generous, violent, tender love, a constant, perfect love, in a word, a Mother's love; and she could say: The love with which my Son loved me and which I returned to Him, is that same love with which I love .you, you who are My children and the children of my Sacred Heart." (Introduction to the aim of the religious, soul, in I. Banos ss.cc., Devotion to the Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary. 1956, pp. 407.409.


II. Devotion to the Heart of Mary in the
life and works of the Congregation
It is already surprising that our Founders chose devotion to the Sacred Heart of Jesus and devotion to the Immaculate Heart of Mary to repair the damage caused by the French Revolution. In point of fact, devotion to the Heart of Jesus was disparaged by an aggressive and mocking Jansenism; it had been attacked violently by the enemies of religion. Devotion to the Heart of Mary was as yet but partially known; it was only partially known to the faithful of that time and to the Liturgy. While devotion to the Heart of Jesus had been officially approved in 1765, and had a proper Mass and office and had a well-defined nature and specific practices, devotion to the Heart of Mary was still in its infant stage.
What is more surprising is that our Congregation taught and practiced, from the beginning, devotion to the Immaculate Heart with those characteristics which it had today: consecration to the Heart of Mary and union between the Hearts of Jesus and Mary. Undoubtedly, one would search in vain for a technical expose of these truths (even though the writings of Most Reverend Father Euthyme Rouchouze could prove very useful to contemporary theologians), but the Congregation, while expressing them in simple and concise formulae, strove to live them and to form of them a spiritual patrimony for its future members.
It would be an exaggeration to say that our Founders were creators who had discovered truths unknown until their time (already Father de Gallifet had preached the consecration, and St. John Eudes, following many others, had much to say about the union between the Hearts of Jesus and Mary), but it is remarkable and even surprising to hear these truths put forward so clearly and precisely, and that at a time when they were yet obscured in dense shadow.
It is possible and even probable that our Founders were influenced, at least to some extent, by St. John Eudes in regard to the union between the Hearts of Jesus and Mary (although their conception of it is not identical with that of St. John Eudes)  St. John Eudes, at least in the first period of his life, honored the Heart of Jesus in the Heart of Mary; we honor the Heart of Mary in the Heart of Jesus. and by the principle of the French School: Through Mary we go to Jesus.
We will even admit that our Founders were not fully aware of the richness and originality of their ideas and that they could not have seen the development and actuality which they would have in the future. But it is too striking to be explained solely by human causes, that is, the insistence with which our Founders inculcated these truths and the perfect coherence, the organic unity they share with the very idea and structure of the Congregation. Only one explanation appears plausible: the inspiration of the Holy Spirit. To this inspiration our Founders owe their success in shaping a concept which is so full of doctrinal and ascetical richness, a concept which never ceases to arouse the wonder of those who take the trouble to analyze it.

1) The Consecration to the Immaculate Heart of Mary.
We are dealing here with an act which is so important that it constitutes the foundation of our Congregation.
The very title of the Institute indicates this: "Congregation of the Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary and of Perpetual Adoration of the Most Blessed Sacrament of the Altar." The Sacred Hearts play the central role in our Congregation, they constitute the cornerstone, the soul or foundation of the Institute.
The Sacred Hearts are mentioned in the title of the Institute. The history of the steps taken at Rome from 1814 to 1816 to have the Congregation approved show the difficulties that this choice of title encountered. Father Coudrin first proposed the title: "Clerks regular of the Order of the Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary" (letter to Father Hilarion of August 29, 1814), and later he asked for the title: "Zealots of the love of the Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary" (Memoir of December 27, 1816). Meanwhile the official sanction of the Church was accorded to the Congregation under the present title. The difference between the latter title and those which were proposed does not change their essential meaning. It was solely the circumstances of the time which determined the choice of our present title, but is important to note that all the proposed titles, as well as the one which was chosen, underscore the names of the Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary. Their primacy in the conception of the Institute was never contested. The Sacred Hearts gave their name to our Institute because our Founders wished to consecrate their Institute to them without reserve; it would be a sacred thing because it was vowed perpetually to sacred personages and disavowed every profane end.  Consult S. Thomas, Summa Theologica	q. a. 8, c. and the encyclical Miserentissimus Redemptor of Pius XI (May 8, 1928).
Our Founders were clearly intent on giving this specific character to their Institute: it is consecration to the Hearts of Jesus and Mary which gives our Congregation its proper and unalterable seal. Our Congregation is the property of the Hearts of Jesus and Mary, given freely to them under a perpetual title. This is the basis, the starting point of its life and activity.
In his memorandum of December 6, 1816, Father Coudrin explicitly states: "The consecration to the Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary is the foundation upon which the Congregation is built." Later, toward the end, of his life, he wrote: "Remember only that we are dedicated to the Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary and to this precious profession are undoubtedly attached sweet and holy sorrows, inseparable from our vocations" (Letter to Sister Eudoxie, July 17, 1835). That which seals our profession, our second birth, is our consecration to the Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary.
These expressions of the Founder are not literary devices or pious and sentimental effusions; they express an idea which was soberly reasoned out and which was sanctioned by the Church when it was included in the Ceremonial of the Congregation, the work of the General Chapter of 1824. Roman approbation was given on September 27, 1825. In his petition requesting this approval of the Ceremonial, Father Coudrin wrote: "We have adopted several blessings and prayers which were used of old by other. Congregations, and which appear to indicate more clearly the end of our Institute; we have only added to them that which expresses in particular our consecration to the Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary. "(October 20, 18 24)
The Ceremonial mentions this consecration in several different ways: "Grant that through your graceo. he persevere in his consecration to the Sacred Heart of Our Lord Jesus Christ and to the most sweet Heart of Mary..... " (blessing of the religious habit) “That he may be indissolubly united to You (God) and to the Sacred Heart of Our Lord Jesus Christ, as also to the Immaculate Heart of the Blessed Virgin Mary, and in order that he may know that he is bound forever to your service." (blessing of the cincture) "In order that your servant, while always wearing the scapular may merit to become pleasing to the Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary and be resolute in union with You." (blessing of the scapular)
	One pronounces his vows as "a brother of the Congregation of the Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary in whose service he wishes to live, and die." Thus the religious is separated forever from all that could violate this consecration, he no longer belongs to the domain of profane realities, but to that which is sacred. Baptism is the renunciation of Satan, of his works and seduction. It joins one to Jesus Christ forever; religious profession is likened to a second Baptism, The doctrine equating religious profession to "second baptism" is found in tradition from the fourth Century on. (St. Pacomius) which radically suppresses all that could compromise the service of Jesus Christ. Here it is question of a religious who offers himself to the service of the Hearts of Jesus and Mary. The community rejoices in this new birth to religious life, it sings the Te Deum in thanksgiving, and the priest prays: "Almighty and eternal God, who commands us to hold fast to our promises and to fulfill our vows, deign to bless and sanctify your servant who is consecrated to the Sacred Heart of Our Lord Jesus Christ and to the most holy Heart of Mary, that he may persevere in his purpose to live the regular life.”
	The immediate effect of this consecration is that the Institute, with its member and works, is entirely at the service of the Hearts of Jesus and Mary. Nothing is exempt from this service, since this is the foundation stone of the entire building. Everything must be connected to this service. Some of our works are immediately directed to the Hearts of Jesus and Mary (for example, the propagation of devotion to them), others are referred to them indirectly (such as the imitation of the four ages- of Our Lord Jesus Christ); however the latter must be considered as linked to the service of the Sacred Hearts.
"This is why the religious of our Congregation make a vow, in a general manner, to 'live and die in the service of the Sacred Hearts.' " The service of the Sacred Hearts extends as far as their religious duties extend, whether before the Tabernacle, in their classrooms or in the ministry. Moreover, let us note well that the formula of profession has never changed on this point. During the first definitive profession, which was made in the Congregation by our Founders on Christmas Eve 1800, we find their intention expressed "to live and die in the service of the Sacred Hearts as a zealot of their love." This expression is still the same today. The program of the Congregation is still the same. The Institute is dedicated to the Sacred Hearts. The service of the Sacred Hearts is its raison d’être, its distinguishing characteristic."  A. M. Deussen SS. CC. , Mysterium Caritatis, The Character and Mission of the Congregation of the Sacred Hearts.. (Etudes picpuciennee 113) p. 25-26; 
Each religious Institute possesses a specific note and its consecration to God, made by taking vows, must bear its mark. Our Congregation is consecrated to the Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary, our religious profession unmistakably bears their soul. It follows that as members of this Congregation we are, in a special way, consecrated to the love of the Sacred Hearts.
A traditional expression, which goes back to the time of our Founders, calls us "children of the Sacred Hearts." Our consecration is a call to participate in the life of love and reparation to these Hearts, to become ever more like them. At Baptism we were reborn as children of God, we were admitted to the supernatural life of grace; our profession seals our rebirth with the special mark of the Sacred Hearts. We are their children of predilection because of our consecration to the love of their Hearts. Our supernatural birth given to us at Baptism received a particular mark: we are not only God's children, but children of the Hearts of Jesus and Mary; by our consecration we become the adopted children of their Hearts. 
Very Reverend Father Euthyme Rouchouze wrote: "Are we not, in virtue of our profession, the children of the Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary? We have the great honor and joy of bearing their names; we have just reason to be proud of this always. Therefore, are not these divine Hearts our true parents, in the spirit and according to the order of grace, since, on the day of our consecration to their service; they brought us forth to a life wholly supernatural and divine?"  Circular  of January:-6, 1869." The" spiritual foundation or foundation "simpliciter," The Consecration to the Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary is not without-connection lo the juridical foundation of our Rule of Saint Benedict. The contemplative element is necessary to penetrate the first foundation. 


The. Union of the Hearts of Jesus and Mary.
	Here we also have a remarkable element which constitutes a specific part of our congregational patrimony. At first sight this union may astonish us to Some extent. The cult we pay to the Heart of Mary differs essentially from the cult of latria which we owe to the Heart of Jesus; the analogy between these devotions appears to be so weak that we are afraid to unite them. During the examination of our Constitutions in Rome, this union gave rise to some difficulties. Cardinal Scotti said, “If it were proposed that one should make every effort to propagate devotion to the adorable person of our Savior Jesus Christ, I would have no objection; but to say that the members of the Congregation should consecrate themselves to spreading devotion to the most holy Hearts of Jesus and Mary without explaining what this devotion is and, placing to a certain extent the devotion due to Jesus our God and Savior, on the same level as the devotion due to Mary; in that I perceive some difficulties. "  Following this objection the Constitutions were altered. In the Constitutions of 1816 our Founders had proposed “to propagate true devotion to the Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary.” The text of 1817 reads, “true devotion to the Sacred Heart of Jesus and to the sweet Heart of the Blessed Virgin Mary, as approved by the Apostolic See.”

Moreover our Founders were not ignorant of that distinction, and in spite of the terminology used by them, such as "The divine Hearts of Jesus and Mary” or even "The divine Heart of Mary," they never had the intention of equating the cult to the Heart of Jesus and that due to the Immaculate Heart of Mary. But they were convinced that the foundation of the Congregation and of its activities, the consecration to the Hearts of Jesus and Mary, must be grounded in the will of God. By one and the same divine decree Jesus and Mary were predestined to bring about man's salvation. This conception is as correct and precise as it is profound.
The history of our origin shows that the Founders desired an Institute consecrated to the Hearts of Jesus and Mary, considered as truly united. Some of the earlier documents are less explicit on this point (for example the very first petition addressed by Mother Henriette to the ecclesiastical authorities in view of obtaining their approbation. It speaks of consecration to the Sacred Heart of Jesus under the protection of Mary or through her mediation). But soon the formula "The Sacred Hearts" becomes the classical formula in such a way that our most valuable congregational devotion united the Heart of Mary to the Heart of Jesus from the beginning. It is sufficient to recall the following expression: "'Zealots of the love of the Sacred Hearts" "to assemble under the standard of the Sacred Hearts," to offer "to the Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary the sacrifices, love, reparation, and total dedication which up to now have formed the basis on which our Institute rested," "to set the whole world on fire, if it be possible, with holy Love by spreading devotion to the divine Hearts of Jesus and Mary."
One cannot help but admire the remarkable depth of such a conception. The Founders have enlisted their Institute under the standard of the Sacred Hearts Jesus and Mary who are considered in the symbol of their redemptive love and in the ineffable union which dominates their redemptive work.
This union of the Sacred Hearts is reflected even in the structure of the Congregation; the external form of the Congregation bears the mark of this great, life-giving, interior principle. It is one family, although composed to two branches, the masculine branch and the feminine branch. A most important document, the Bull 'Pastor Aeternus' (1817), bears witness to that unity. It speaks of 'the' Congregation of the Sacred Hearts while it intends the two branches to be understood: "That is why... the Brothers and Sisters of the new Congregation founded at Poitiers...having informed us that this Congregation was assembled and founded in the said town of Poitiers...It numbers among its members many of the faithful, both clerics and secular priests, as well as lay people of both sexes... He hopes that this Congregation will prosper and increase... The Brothers and Sisters of the said Congregation take simple but perpetual vows of Poverty, Chastity, and Obedience... Moreover they lead a common life under the Rule of St. Benedict... The aforementioned Brothers and Sisters of .the said Congregation, moved with a great desire to establish and maintain such a commendable and useful Institute, and to obtain the perpetual approbation and confirmation of the Constitutions and Statutes mentioned before..."
The Congregation is therefore one, and its unity is expressed juridically in the allocation to the Superior General of power over both branches. In the Rule of the Brothers and in the Rule of the Sisters he is designated as Superior General of "the entire Congregation," and this in spite of the fact that the Sisters also have a Superior General. 
There is more. This juridical unity is grounded on an internal reality: both branches pursue one and the same ideal: they live the consecration to the Hearts of Jesus and Mary practicing all that it implies, namely, the reproduction of the four ages of Our Lord Jesus Christ and the propagation of devotion to the Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary. The following fact clearly shows the organic unity of both branches: the rule of the Sisters does not attribute the reproduction of the evangelical life of Jesus to the Sisters, but to the "Brothers," Thus, it is only by basing itself on this unity that the Rule of the Sisters can say: "The end of our Institute is to retrace the four ages of Cur Lord Jesus Christ."
The union between the Hearts of Jesus and Mary is therefore a dominant and specific feature of our greatest and primary congregational devotion. A Theologian of value, the Very Reverend Father Euthyme Rouchouze, was one of the first to reflect on this eminently congregational devotion; we refer to his 'fourth Circular Letter,' which is totally consecrated to showing this intimate union of the Hearts of Jesus and Mary. For the text see: I. Banos ss.cc.. , Devotion to the SS. Hearts of Jesus and Mary in the Congregation of the Sacred Hearts. Rome, 1956, p. 332 ff  It is love, the principle of complete oblation to the service of their reparatory vocation, which characterizes the union of the Sacred Hearts. At our consecration to their service the Sacred Hearts give us the love which urges us on to offering ourselves, to taking part in their redemptive mission in a spirit of reparation and apostleship. We touch there the very nucleus, the profoundest depth and basis of our Congregation and of our Spirituality.
Others, before our Founders, had united the Sacred Hearts in their spirituality. Sometimes two tendencies are distinguished in this doctrine: the tendency of St. Margaret Mary or of Paray-le-Monial, the primary and principal object of which is the Heart of Jesus; the tendency of St. John Eudes whose principal object is the Heart of Mary. This type of distinction is always somewhat relative. St. John Eudes' spirituality evolved as follows: he first makes the decisive discovery of the Heart of Mary (toward 1643), then he decides to give a particular cult to the Heart of Jesus (about 1668), finally he preaches the joint cult of the Sacred Hearts. Father Coudrin knew and appreciated the tendency of St. John Eudes (he took from him the Office and Mass of the Heart of Mary for the feast of the commemoration of the first Saturday of September). One may say, however, that he favored more the tendency of Paray-le-Monial in which the Heart of Jesus held the central position. One goes to the Heart of Jesus through the Heart of Mary. Toward the end of his life, St. Eudes arrived at this same idea.
For St. John Eudes the union between the Hearts of Jesus and Mary is so strong and intimate that they have but one Heart and that Mary has a wholly divine Heart, This conception explains such expression as “The divine Hearts of Jesus and Mary" and "the divine Heart of Mary. "
If we can speak of the influence of Paray (the Good Mother mentions this more than once in her "Notes," e.g. February 3, 1802; January 7, 1803), and of St. John Eudes, we can also see evidence of a certain influence, at least literary, on the Good Father, of St. Louis Grignon de Montfort. See his "Advice on Adoration" where a complete passage is taken almost literally from this Saint. The passage. "Once one has found Mary" to "drink the chalice of bitterness" is found almost to the letter in "The Secret of Mary," St. Laurent-sur-Serve, 1926, pi, 15, 
3) The cult of the Heart of Mary in our Congregation.
A week after his religious profession, Father Coudrin wrote to Msgr. de Mondion, the Vicar Capitular of Poitiers, to ask his permission to celebrate the feast of the Sacred Heart of Mary: "I come today to ask a favor in the name of the Blessed Virgin; since it is through her divine Heart that we adore the Sacred Heart of Jesus in the Blessed Sacrament of the Altar, and since Saturday is the first Saturday of the year, a day especially consecrated to her I come…to solicit the favor of celebrating this feast in honor of the Heart of Mary with exposition of the Most Blessed Sacrament... and also with evening Benediction on the first Saturday of each month." Msgr. de Mondion wrote on the back of the letter: "Fiat ut petitur."  Writings of the Good Father, V.: p. 257.
From its institution, Father Coudrin paid special attention to the celebration of the liturgical feast of the Sacred Heart of Mary. A more detailed history will be found in 1. Banos ss.cc. O C. p. 97 ff. ; M-B. Lavanant ss.cc. The Devotion to the Sacred Heart of Mary, MS, J. Bund ss.cc., The Office of the Most Pure Heart of Mary, History and Liturgy in Annals of the  Sacred Hearts, 1902 pp. 269-273; 301-305
One must not forget that officially this cult was only slightly developed. Clement X, at the request of St. John Eudes, had dedicated several Briefs which permitted the setting up of confraternities in honor of the Sacred Heart of Jesus and the Immaculate Heart of Mary in seminaries; but the approbation of the Office had been refused by the Sacred Congregation of Rites on June 8, 1669. In 1805, Sovereigns, Cardinals, Bishops, and a host of religious communities requested the approbation of the feast of the Heart of Mary. Father Bongi, Superior General of the Congregation of the Mother of God, was assigned as postulator for the cause; his efforts were fully successful. On August 31, the Sacred Congregation of Rites gave permission to celebrate the feast of the Most Pure Heart of Mary, as a double of the-first class with the Office and Mass taken from the feast of Our Lady of the Snows. Pius VII deigned to approve this decision of the Sacred Congregation. The indult of the Holy See was therefore necessary that one could render this special cult to the Blessed Virgin. The Order of Discalced Carmelites, the Capuchins and the Augustinian were the first to profit from this concession. 
Father Coudrin immediately included the feast of the Heart of Mary in the list of feasts which was definitely approved in 1825. At the request of Father Coudrin, the Holy See made the feast a double of the second class; at the demand of Father Euthyme Rouchouze the feast was raised to a double of the first class with an octave.
Since the first Saturday of each month is especially consecrated to the Sacred Heart of Mary, Very Reverend Father Bousquet at the desire of the General Chapter of 1878, petitioned the Holy See to permit the recital of the Office of the Most Pure Heart of Mary on the first Saturdays, and to constitute these days as doubles of the second class. The Holy Father granted this request, but made the Office equal to other votive Offices, (May 12, 1859). With exception of A Missal edited at the beginning of the 18th century and which was used by Father. Coudrin, no old Missals are in our possession today; moreover, this Missal does not include the Office of the Heart of Mary. The most ancient Missal we have was edited by Pustet in-1868; in its "Supplement" It contains the Mass of the Heart of Mary "Omnis gloria" for the third Sunday after Pentecost. From  1825-to 1855 the Mass and Office for the Sacred Heart of Mary a.v” that of Our Lady of the Snows; from 1865 until 1944 the Mass "Adeantus, " which was imposed on the universal Church in 1944 
  A note in the "Ordo" says: "The Office of the Sacred Heart of Mary was approved-on Augnst-20, 1773 by Pope Clement XIV in reply to the request of Reverend Mother Therese of ,St. Augustine, daughter of the Christian King, in a Decree of the same date, signed by Cardinal Calvachini."
The Brothers of the Congregation recite in common the "Small Offices of the Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary", until they are ordained subdeacons. The Founder, who recited them each day as well as the Breviary, said that their recitation produced abundant fruits in the souls of each religious, because they served to renew his consecration to the Sacred Hearts.  Some complain that vocal, recitation in common Is an obstacle to fervor. Recently, spiritual writers have discussed this question at  length. It is very apparent that the partisans of vocal prayer have won the day. These were mostly religious bound to recite the office in choir. In this debate it is experience that counts. Now, all religious of the great Orders: Benedictines, Cistercians, Dominicans, Franciscans... agree in assuring us that vocal prayer is one of the most solid bases of their contemplation. Therefore, there is really no sound objection to common prayer. Furthermore, it is admitted that there is a rhythmic element in the alternation of prayers, and a quasi-psychological support, which aids fervor. But one must have the courage to pray as one should, with the desired pauses, with attention and devotion; by the same token-the recitation of the Office in choir does not help our fervor unless it is executed impeccably.  The truth is we do not pray often enough nor well enough; we are afraid to make the effort.  The Small Office was said in the Congregation from the very beginning; it was also recited in the Association of the Sacred Heart in Poitiers where the nucleus from which our Congregation emerged was formed. It comprises a different antiphon and prayer for each hour. Father Coudrin states (Memoirs of 1820-24) that he took the Small Office from a book entitled Devotion to the Sacred Heart, a book which was very well known, but he does not name its author. The majority of the hymns for the Small Office of the Sacred Heart of Mary were written by St. John Eudes. The majority of hymns for that of the Sacred Heart of Jesus come from the pen of Father.de Galifet or of Father Croiset in collaboration with Sister Joly of Paray. The Oration for Matins in the Office of the Immaculate Heart appears to be also written by St. John Eudes. The work as a whole comprises elements of unequal value; up to now the name of the author who coordinated the different parts is still unknown
It is not difficult to find innumerable sign of the cult which our Congregation renders to the Immaculate Heart of Mary. We will limit ourselves to mentioning the ejaculation "to the Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary honor and glory" which can be said by the members of our Institute, our emblem formed by the two Hearts which are intimately joined and from which rise flames of the love which unites them, with a crown of thorns enclosing both Hearts. This emblem is given a place of honor in our monasteries and churches, it serves as the official seal for all our documents, the professed wear it on their habits. 

4) The Cult of the Sacred Heart of Mary in the Works of Our Congregation 
a) The Exterior Association
The Constitutions bind us to propagate devotion to the Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary. Moreover, this is one of the aims of the Congregation. Our Founders went even further; they sought out lay apostles who would cooperate with the religious in order to spread devotion to the Sacred Hearts. They formed an Exterior Association, similar to a Third Order, which would be the extension of the Congregation in the world. Our Founders desired that the Exterior Association would be the indispensable complement of the Congregation's apostolate.
The Association intends to form an elite who will lead a more Christian life, and by this fact will better serve the Church. The associates wish to achieve this goal in their own surroundings, according as their stations in life make this possible. They use the means proper to their state and not those proper to the religious state. As Pius XII wrote, "They are sanctified and are apostles not only in the world, but also, if we may say so, by means of the world and, consequently, through their professions and activities, and by means of the forms and in the places which correspond to their secular condition." Motu proprio “primo Feliciter” of March 12, 1948. However, on the other hand, the associates have at their- disposal the means proper to our Congregation whose life and raison d’être is summed up in its joyful and total consecration to the Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary in a spirit of apostolic and reparatory love. Like us the associates aim at practicing and spreading the true devotion to the Sacred Hearts but they cannot forget that they live in the world, that their state of life binds them to temporal realities. The members of the Association, like us also, must be zealots of the love of the Sacred Hearts, apostles, who seek to extend the kingdom of Christ and the influence of the Church.
In this manner then, the associates represent the Catholic Action of our Institute. Here as elsewhere the importance of the Blessed Virgin must not be underestimated. It is not without reason that she has been called by the Church throughout the centuries, "The Queen of Apostles." We do not know exactly when Mary was first addressed under this title, but St. Cyril of Alexandria, the herald of the "Theotokos" at Ephesus, (431) had already written:. "Mother of God, we hail thee.... through whom the Apostles preached salvation to the Gentiles."  IV Homily; PG, 77, 91. St. John Eudes propagated the following invocations: "Liber vivus gestorum Christi; memorials Evangelistarum; bibliotheca Apostolorum; oraculum Ecclesiae nascentis; secretarium Evangelii...
Every apostolate is a participation in and an application of the work of redemption and the mission of any apostle is, like that of Christ, to save souls from Satan, to redeem and sanctify them. 
The apostolic mission of Mary is seen in the very first pages of Scripture: "I will put enmity between you and the woman, between your seed and her seed; she shall crush your head..." (Gen. 3:15). This mission also coincides with her spiritual maternity: "Every mother is the first apostle to her child. Her mission is to preserve the little one from sin and to introduce him to the supernatural life. If she entrusts him to the care of other educators, these are really only her helpers; she is the primary responsible party for this task.”     E. Neubert, Marie dans le dogme, 2nd edition Paris, 1945, p. 146.  Moreover, apostolate is a work of grace, success with souls is the effect of grace. But all grace without exception, is given to the apostle and to his charges through Mary-, the distributor of all grace; mother of all souls; she is the dispenser of every grace.
The first Christians had a very pronounced awareness of Mary's apostolic mission in the 'Church. The most disparate titles were bestowed upon her to exalt the universality and effectiveness of her apostolic action;. many of these titles are difficult to translate on account of their brevity and virility: "The Terror of demons; Destroyer of Hell; Our Shield in battle; Protectress of the world; Strength of Christians Healer of our misery; Our mother; Our refuge; Our advocate; Refuge of sinners; Guide of the wanderer; The solution of all questions..." In the ninth century the following celebrated acclamation appears in the Liturgy: "Rejoice, 0 Virgin Mary, for you alone have suppressed all heresies." This does not refer just to her role in the Incarnation and Redemption, but also to the multitude of victories attributed to her intercession throughout the ages. Whenever a new error spread abroad, Christianity appealed to the "Guardian of the Faith" to crush once more the head of the ancient serpent. The same course was followed when the Church was threatened from without; it suffices to recall here the prayers addressed to Mary before the victories of Lepanto (1571), Vienna (1683) and Paterwarden (1716).
Our own times are also troubled by the assaults of the forces of evil and, as before, the Popes have emphasized the part which Mary plays in the works and conquests of Catholic Action. Leo XIII, Pius X, Pius XI, Pius XII, have all desired "to rely upon spreading devotion to Mary, as upon an impregnable fortress, to bring about the salvation of society." (Leo XIII)
Who can forget the solemn act of October 31, 1942, by which Pius XII consecrated the entire world and the Church to the Immaculate Heart of Mary? This consecration is precisely an explicit affirmation of Mary's victorious influence in all the battles of the Church against Satan and all the activities of Catholic apostolate, “Queen of the most holy Rosary, Help of Christians, refuge of the human race, triumphant in all the battles of God, we prostrate ourselves, calling out for aid in our present distress before your throne.” The Pope asked Our Lady to give us "the graces which can in a moment convert men's hearts... to intercede that the sun of justice may illumine... the unbelievers, and all those who still lie in the shadow of death... to return to the true fold of Christ... the people separated through error and discord... to arrest the advancing flood of neo-paganism... to increase the faithful’s love of purity, the practices of Christian life and apostolic zeal, that those who serve God may augment in number and in merit. "
Benedict XV wrote, "We do not praise Mary in vain when we call her Queen of Apostles for just as she aided and assisted with her advice the Apostles the teachers of the infant Church..., she assists always the inheritors of the apostolic office, who in the adult Church, try to prepare its victories or repair its losses."  Acta Apostolicae Sedis, 1921, p. 173. 
Our associates must not fail to obey these urgent demands of the Sovereign Pontiffs; they must have the utmost confidence in Mary, the heavenly antagonist of Satan, who through them will accomplish the most extraordinary wonders and will give their apostolate a durable effectiveness.  Cfr. J. B. Proust ss.cc. , L'association extérieure in Nouvelles de la Congrégation des Sacré Cœurs, 1953, p. 145-148.

b) The Enthronement
The Sacred Hearts have bestowed upon our Congregation an exceptionally beautiful work which today is known throughout the world.
Blessed by St. Pius X and his successors, the work of Father Mateo consecrates homes to the Heart of Jesus that He may be loved and obeyed therein, and that Christian life may be lived as He wishes. Joined to this work is another foundation of Father Mateo: Night Adoration in the home. There are about 700,000 night adorers throughout the world. An American magazine calls our Congregation "The Congregation which keeps the world from sleeping.”
The work of Enthronement must aim at advancing the reign of the Heart of Mary as well as that of the Heart of Jesus. In a Circular Letter of 1922 sent to the Secretariats of the Enthronement, Father Mateo concerning the place of Mary: "And that the honor paid to the King of Love in your homes may be complete, in accordance, with the spirit of His Heart and of the Church, it is necessary that Mary be hailed as the loving Queen, side by side with her Son. Are they not inseparably united in their redemptive mission? From the beginning the Enthronement purposed to honor Mary as the Immaculate Queen of homes; the very first pamphlets of 1907 and 1908 bear the two-fold title: “Enthronement of the Heart of Jesus through the Immaculate Heart of Mary...” She must be ever present at the right hand of the King of Love, holding the central position as at Nazareth, accompanying Jesus as she did at Cana. Moreover, it is a fact that the families who have best understood the meaning of the Enthronement of the Heart of Jesus are those in which Mary had prepared the way, where the Mother had preceded the Son, where the dawn had heralded the coming of the Sun It is superfluous to add that we always invite both Jesus and Mary to this feast of love. We must not separate that which God has so wondrously united for His own glory and for our happiness. It is impossible that true devotion to the Heart of Jesus be alienated from Mary. But we should safeguard the idea of adoration which characterizes our Work, and let us not render to Mary homage which is in no way due to her
To underscore further our filial piety toward the Immaculate Queen, and to beseech her to prepare more and more the way to her Son's social victory, I take the liberty of recommending the Secretariats to recite, the Salve Regina at the end of their meetings to hasten the glorious day when the Church will define as Catholic dogmas the Assumption and universal mediation of Mary, and also that the Holy Father may complete the consecration of mankind to the Sacred Heart with the consecration of the entire world to Mary." Règne Social du S. Cœur de Jésus dans les familles chrétiennes, 1922, pp. 174-175. 
Father Mateo has also outlined the way in which the apostles of the Enthronement may penetrate the mysteries of the King of love: they must be taught in the school of Mary. Here we give a brief summary of this beautiful doctrine.  Au Roi d'Amour par la. Reine des Cœurs in Rex Amoris, January, 1954, pp. 15.-18. An extract of the pamphlet bearing the same title.
 After the Father, who knew Jesus best but Mary His Mother? Let us then listen to Mary's teaching because she "kept all these things in her Heart" for us (Luke . 2:19). For the Heart of Mary the Beloved meets those souls to whom He wishes to open the secrets of His Heart. The Queen of our Hearts will tell us above all these two secrets:
a) The mystery of the hidden life of Jesus, of the intimate life and doings of Jesus, known and revealed by Mary, is one of the indispensable props of the priest’s interior life (life of recollection, prayer, spirit of faith);
b) The mystery of the interior Passion of the Sacred Heart is the necessary support of the priest's life of immolation and sacrifice.
But we must remember that the School of the divine-mistress and Queen of doctors should be more known. St. Louis Grignon de Montfort said: Misunderstanding of Jesus is, in part, the result of misunderstanding Mary. For that there is but one school: this is Jesus Himself, who understands perfectly the secrets of the Immaculate Heart of His Mother. Furthermore this is the method employed by all the great doctors of Mariology: Bernard, Bonaventure; Bernardine of Sienna, Dominic, Alphonsus de Liguori, Francis de Sales, Eudes, Grignon de Montfort... The King of Love will teach us to know and love the Queen of our hearts; Mary in turn will instruct us in the mysteries of love and mercy of the Sacred Heart, mysteries which we will communicate to the faithful.
The Fathers of our German province took charge of the Universal Federation of the Most Pure Heart of Mary in 1933. This is a pious union established in accordance with can. 70. Founded by Father Leo Commonginger and approved by His Ecclesiastic Superior, Msgr. Gaspard Klein, Archbishop of Paderborn, it was affiliated to our Congregation by its Founder, who gave us all his rights in accordance with the statutes of can. 686.3. This league was founded on November 30, 1931. In art. 3 of its Statutes we read of its purpose: "The aim of the Federation consists in this, that the part of Mary in the ruling and kingdom of her Son be publicly acknowledged and worthily celebrated, through total subjection to her Most Pure Heart and perfect government under her banner, by every society as such, whether natural, ecclesiastical or civil; and also all societies, while subjecting themselves fully and sincerely to the most gentle dominion of the Virgin Queen, may truly serve the Heart of Christ the King and His Vicar on earth." Societies and moral persons are admitted to this Federation, and other unions also, even though they are not moral persons, provided that they are legitimately constituted: dioceses, parishes, orders or congregations, seminaries, schools, kingdoms, cities, families. That a society be recognized as a member, its head must publicly and solemnly acknowledge the royal jurisdiction and dominion of the Heart of Mary, associated with Christ the King, over that entire society, which will serve this Heart forevermore. The head will therefore see to it that all that is done in the society is done according to the divine law and to the will of Mary Queen. The members of that society will behave as persons consecrated to the Immaculate Heart, they will submit themselves to her dominion.
Private persons can be enrolled as cooperators in the Federation, if they commit themselves to do all in their power to promote the kingdom of Jesus and Mary, the kingdom of their Sacred Hearts. The work has spread in Germany and is gaining ground in Argentina (Buenos Aires). Eventually it will probably be joined to the work of the Enthronement: thus, in one ceremony two acts will take place: consecration to the Heart of Jesus and consecration to the Immaculate Heart of Mary. This would be most consonant with our own congregational spirituality which always unites the two Hearts.
Our Fathers in the Dutch province propagate the work of personal and reparatory consecration to the Immaculate Heart of Mary. They have every reason to insist upon the actuality of devotion to the Heart of Mary by stressing the value of consecration and reparation.
The necessity of this personal and reparatory consecration arises from the circumstances of the times: the powers of evil have unleashed a relentless attack against Christianity and the Church. Mary's great task is to give the Redeemer to the world and to crush the head of the infernal serpent. Her Heart is our refuge and our strength. The personal character of the consecration underlines the urgency of reforming our own private lives, a reform which is the prelude of social reform. This consecration will ultimately end in the reform of social life.
At the request of the General Chapter of 1923, 10th Session, Sept. 10, 1923, in the "Register of the Acts and Decrees of the General Chapters," t. III, pp. 105-106. Father Mateo, a member of that Chapter, composed the beautiful prayer to the Immaculate Heart which we recite every morning: "Immaculate Heart of Mary, look with tenderness on the Congregation which has been thine since its foundation. Prostrate at thy feet, our Congregation implores thee to preserve in it the spirit of its sublime vocation and to obtain for it the grace of forming true saints. 
Intensify its interior life and increase the number of its children. Grant us, 0 Queen of the Cenacle select vocations, saints, and apostles, and protect those of us whose arduous duties keep them far from home.
0 Queen of fair love crown your generosity by imparting a ray of glory on the names and graves of our Founders, our Missionaries, and Martyrs. Grant that these, on being raised some day by the Church to her altars, may be with you the heavenly guardians of our Institute. 
Immaculate and Sorrowful Heart of Mary, show that you are the all powerful Mother of the Merciful Heart of Jesus and the tender Sovereign of our Congregation by teaching us how to live, labor, suffer and die in the fulfillment our motto: To the Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary honor and glory! Amen. "
	The teaching of the Very Reverend Father John of the Heart of Jesus d'Elbee agrees completely with our classical doctrine: "One formula is particularly dear to us: one must go to the Heart of Mary to learn the secrets of the Heart of Jesus. More than that, we must go to Mary that we may be born again of her. "Oportet vos Nasci De novo: to be reborn in her Mother's Heart to the life of spiritual childhood, to the life of total love in complete confidence and absolute abandon, that Mary through all the powers of her divine maternity, by making us more and more like little children, may cause Jesus to develop within us to His own perfect maturity; for she the heavenly Mediatrix, is the living channel of the consuming love which will transform us into Him. "  Circular Letter of August 28, 1945.
To reflect, no matter how little, on the goodness of Providence which gave us the Heart of Mary, one can only repeat: "What human words can ever express our gratitude for having received as a special heritage the Heart of Mary our Mother? May she herself render us worthy of such a privilege. " 
We will conclude with the words of Father Mateo: "We need not envy any other order whatsoever, we have inherited the Sacred Heart of Jesus, the Immaculate Heart of Mary and the tabernacle; what could be more sublime?"  Register of the Acts and Decrees of the General Chapters. " t. III, p. 104.

